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Abstract

The objective of the capacitated multicommodity network design (CMND) problem is
to identify the optimal design of a network, i.e., to select a subset of links such that
a minimal total system cost (the sum of the fixed and routing costs) is found, while
satisfying the demand for transportation on links with limited capacities. This problem
is NP-hard. The focus of this thesis is to design an effective heuristic, called multilevel
cooperative tabu search MCTS) algorithm, for the CMND problem. It is af.rst attempt
to combine the muhilevel paradigm, parallel cooperative search heuristics and tabu
search schemes to solve the CMND problem. The contribution is to build a multi.level
structure of the search space, specifi each search thread in cooperation and define the
cooperation operators. Thereby obtaining a solution with less system cost than the ones
obtained by the other methodologies is the major goal of this research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Capacitated Multicommodity Network Design (CMND) problem can be repre-

sented by a weighted directed graph G : (N, .4,) where the set of nodes l/ is partitioned

into three non-overlapping subsets: source nodes, sink nodes and transition nodes. Each

sink node represents the demand for one commodity d. The demand for commodity d is

satisfied by a single source node and must transit from the source node to the sink node

using arcs and transition nodes in the graph G. Each arc (i, j) e A has a capacity u¿i,

a fixed cost /¿¡ and a routing cost cfr. the routing cost cf, represents the cost to transit

one unit of commodity d on arc (i,,7). The capacity u¿¡ is an upper bound on the number

of units from different commodities that can be transitted on arc (2,7). The fixed cost

/,¡ represents the cosi for having this arc in the network design. The capacitated mul-

ticommodity network design problem consists of determiningg C A, a subset of arcs

from G which minimizes the cost to transit commodities from source to sink nodes. The

subset y is a "feasible solution" if all the demands are satisfied and the total number of

commodity units that transit on each arc (i,7) is less or equal to the capacity u¿¡. The

solution gr is an "optimal solution" if there exists no other subset ll' C A for which the
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sum of the fixed costs and routing costs is smaller than the one for the subset y.

The capacitated multicommodity network design problem plays a significant role in

modeling many network related applications. For example, it is used to design tele-

phone networks, railway networks or computer networks in order to minimize the cost

of communications, transportation of merchandises or the cost to upload and download

data, images and videos. The CMND is a core problem in many areas of Operations Re-

search, Computer Science, Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Management. Un-

fortunately, there is no known efficient approach to solve the CMND problem using

computers. In fact, the CMND problem has been proved to be NP-hard [1, 24,257,

therefore it is unlikely that we will ever be able to solve it exactly for large problem

instances.

As usually the case for NP-hard problems, in order to solve them, one has to settle for

a feasible solution which is not necessary optimal. Different approaches for the CMND

problem have been proposed in the literature: simplex-based cutting plane methods [3],

Lagrangian relaxations [5], and neighborhood search heuristics U,l2l.In this thesis, we

propose an approach called Multilevel Cooperative Tabu Search (MCTS) which com-

bines neighborhood search and parallel computing to obtain better approximations of

optimal solutions for the CMND problem. More specifically, we have adapted the best

known neighborhood search heuristic for the CMND problem [12] to be used as the

search subroutine of a multilevel cooperative algorithm for the CMND problem. The

main contributions of this thesis are the followings:

1. the adaptation of the cycle-based tabu search to multilevel search;

2. the definition and implementation of a strategy providing an initial set of search

spaces of a CMND problem instance to be searched in parallel by independent

cycle-based tabu search processes;
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3. the design of operators which refine search spaces and reinitialize the exploration

in each search space by a cycle-based tabu search procedure.

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides an intuitive description of

the CMND problem followed by its mathematical formulation as well as general intro-

duction to the application of neighborhood search methods to this problem. Chapter 3

describes the cycle-based tabu search algorithm. Chapter 4 introduces the multilevel

cooperative method through an illustration of the application of this method to the hy-

pergraph partitioning problem. Chapter 5 describes the multilevel cooperative algorithm

for the CMND problem. Parameter calibrations are described in Chapter 6, which also

reports and analyzes the results of our experimentations. The conclusion and potential

research directions are provided in Chapter 7.

9



Chapter 2

Background

The capacitated multicommodity network design problem is a mixed-integer program-

ming problem, with real and integer decision variables. The integer (0-1) decision vari-

ables represent the choice of including or not in the design a specific arc (i,,7) from

the graph G. The continuous decision variables represent an network flow optimiza-

tion problem that needs to be solved for each network design. The CMND problem is

a combinatorial optimizatton problem (in its design arcs) with an underlying network

flow problem. These two main optimization structures are keys to understanding the

mathematical formulation of the problem as well as in the solution strategies that are

proposed to solve it. In this chapter, we first define the underlying problems associ-

ated with CMND. Next, we introduce the mathematical formulation of the problem that

will be used throughout this thesis. Finally, we provide background on applications of

neighborhood search methods to solve the CMND problem.

10
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2.I Definitions

Consider the following scenario: "suppose wheat is stored in warehouses in Winnipeg

and Saskatoon which needs to be transported to customers in Montreal, Ottawa and

Halifax. Each warehouse can ship up to 1500 units. Montreal, Ottawa and Halifax have

customers which require 850, 700 and 600 units, respectively. Wheat would have to

pass through other cities such as Thunderbay or Chicago before getting to their various

destinations."

Applications involving transportation of goods from sources to destinations can be

described using a mathematical model called the network flow problem. The network

flow problem can be described using a directed graph. Arcs in the graph stand for

the routes in the application that can be used to transport commodities such as wheat.

Generally speaking, nodes in the graph are partitioned in three categortes: source nodes,

which indicate the origin points (cities such as Winnipeg and Saskatoon as shown in

the above example); sinfr nodes, which indicate the destination points (cities such as

Montreal, Ottawa and Halifax); and finally, transition nodes, which represent points

(the cities of Thunderbay and Chicago) through which the routes have to pass.

Transporting wheat from its origin to the required destination incurs a cost, called a

routing cosl, which represents the cost per unit of commodity transported. In the model,

we associate to each arc the cost of routing one unit of flow of the commodity. The

network flow problem models some basic resource and associated costs which can then

be used to express the overall cost of a specific transport application. The optimization

version of network flow problem, i.e., finding routes that minimize the overall cost of a

transportation application, is the minimum cost flow problem.

Wheat has to be conveyed using some transportation equipments (trucks, ships,

trains, or airplanes) and each equipment has a limited carrying capacity. Hence, in the

t1
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corresponding model, each arc also has an associated capacity that denotes the maxi-

mum amount of flow traveling on the arc. This problem can be termed as the capacitated

minimum cost flow problem.

Instead of transporting a single commodity such as wheat, one may envision a net-

work flow problem where several kinds of commodities have to be transported simul-

taneously using the same underlying network. The problem of transporting more than

one commodity at minimum cost is tbe capacitated multicommodity minimum costflow

(CMCF) problem. In the CMCF problem, each commodity has its own origins and

destinations. Furthermore, to each arc and to each commodity is associated a different

cost per unit of flow. Hence, it increases the difficulty of the problem. The objec-

tive of CMCF problem is to allocate the limited capacity of each arc to the different

commodities in order to minimize the cost of transporting the goods from origins to

destinations. The CMCF problem is a linear programming problem that can be solved

using a commercial software called CPLEX. It is routinely used to solve this problem

computationally. The CMCF problem is represented by the continuous decision vari-

ables in the CMND problem. This sub-problem needs to be solved for each network

design.

In some transportation applications, one needs to take into account the cost of build-

ing/renting the transportation infrastructure associated to each arc in the network flow

graph. The cost associated to the transportation infrastructure is termed the fixed cost.

Hence, the whole system cost which aims to be minimal, must include the routing cost

and the fixed cost. This type of transportation application is modeled as the capacitated

multicommodity network design (CMND) problem and it consists of selecting a subset

of arcs in the network that minimizes the whole system cost (the sum of the fixed cost

of building system infrastructure and cost of routing commodities), while satisfying the

transportation requirements for several commodities simultaneously.
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2.2 Mathematical formulation

Let G : (ly', A) be a directed graph where l/ is a set of nodes and A a set of directed

arcs. Without loss of generality, we assume that all arcs (i, j) e A are design arcs, i.e.,

arcs that can be opened (included in the network solution) or closed (excluded from the

network solution) in order to form a design (solution) of the problem. We provide an

arc-based mathematical formulation of CMND problem:

min {(r, E)

where Ð¡çu*1¿¡r!¡

t3

: D¿roD1r,¡¡recl,r!, + D(¿,ùee f ¿¡U¿¡

| ,' ir i : o(d,)

- D:e¡s-(¿) tlo: \ -rd if i : s(d,)

I t otherwise

Ð¿en rl¡ I u¿¡a¿¡

r!,>0øJ-

U4 e {0,7}

The meaning of the variables is the following:

Veel/,YdeD (1)

v(i,j)eA (2)

V(i,j)e A,Yde D (3)

Y(i,j)eA (4)

D:

d:

o(d)

,s(d)

rd:

the set of commodities to be moved over network G.

onecommoditydeD.

each commodity d has a single origin o(d).

each commodity d has a single destination s(d).

for each commodity d, there is a flow demand of rd units
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U4: the design variable that is equal to 1 if arc (e,7) is chosen in the design

and equal to 0 if it is not chosen.

t!¡, the flow distribution decision variable that denotes the amount of flow

of commodity d e D on arc (i, j).

fo¡, the fixed cost of arc (i', j).

cf¡: the routing cost of one unit flow of commodity d on arc (i,7).

11fi. capacity of arc (i,, j) .

,n/+ (i): the set of nodes 7 such that (i, 7) is the arc from node e to 7.

.n/- (i): the set of nodes 7 such that (7, z) is the arc from node 7 to z.

The objective function €(r,A) which must be minimized, represents the system de-

sign cost that includes the fixed cost of the arcs that are chosen in a design and the

routing cost which is proportional to the number of units of commodities. Constraint (i)

shows the network flow conservation. That is, for each source node i, there is only the

flow of rd units for commodity d leaving this node z; for each sink node z, there is only

the flow of rd units for commodity dentering the node e; for each transition node ¿ (other

than source nodes or sink nodes) and commodity d, the amount of the flow entering node

z is equal to the amount of the flow leaving node ¿. Constraint (2) denotes, for each arc

(i, j), the total flow of all the commodities can not exceed its capacity. Constraint (3)

illustrates that the flow distribution decision variable r!, is not negative while constraint

(4) shows that the design variable Ur¡ is either 0 or 1.

From this mathematical formulation, we notice that CMND is a capacitated mul-

ticommodity minimum cost flow problem (CMCF) once a design E is obtained. This

CMCF can be written as
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where

Ða.nr!¡ 1uo¡an¡

,!,, o

tf i : o(d)

ifi,:s(d) VzeN,VdeD

otherwise

15

min ((r(g)) : D¿., Do,¡¡eaø cf¡r!¡

Ð¡.ru*1i¡ ,!¡ - D¡r*-r¡ 11¿ :[':r'

I,
v(i,, j) € A(g)

v(i., j) e A(g),Vd e D

where A(g) symbolizes the set of arcs corresponding to the design gr. Therefore, we

said that CMND is the combinatorial problem of choosing of subgraph over the original

network plus the optimization problem of the CMCF problem. That is, a solution of

CMND problem can be seen as a design /, assigning a value of 0 or 1 to each design

variable, plus the optimal flow z* (y) of the corresponding CMCF problem. Hence, the

objective function Ë(t,A) can be also written as:

t(T, f (g)) : Ð1r,7;e a1 a) f ¿¡a¿¡ + Ë(". (g))

Even though considering only the fixed cost, the CMND is ,¡/P-hard because it has

to consider all the possible subgraphs that satisfy the constraints of the transportation.

In the CMND problem, this combinatorial problem of the subgraphs is combined with

the CMCF problem. This makes the CMND problem even more difficult to solve. No

exact method exists that can solve the CMND problem in a reasonable amount of time

for application instances of a realistic size.

2.3 Neighborhood search techniques

The first search heuristics proposed for the capacitated network design problem were

simple add/drop procedures. These procedures evaluate the impact on the cost function
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of adding or removing an arc from the design 12I,211. Given a cur¡ent feasible solu-

tion, add/drop heuristics compute the cost of all feasible solutions that can be obtained

by adding or removing a single arc from the current solution. The set of feasible solu-

tions that can obtained in this way form the neighborhood of the current solution. In

Figure 2.1, solid arcs represent a current feasible solution of an instance of the network

design problem while dotted lines represent the arcs that are not chosen in the design.

Two solutions in the neighborhood of the current solution can be obtained by adding

arc (C,F) or dropping arc (C,S). Once the cost of all neighbors has been computed,

add/drop procedures select the solution with the lowest cost (best improvement). If the

cost of the chosen solution is better than the current solution, the chosen solution be-

comes the new current one and the neighborhood evaluation is repeated. Eventually,

add/drop heuristics reach a point where there is no improving solution in the neighbor-

hood of the current solution. Then, the add/drop heuristic stops and returns the current

solution as the best solution to a network design problem instance.

r6

(FixedCost, RoutingCost, Capacity, Flow)

Figure 2.1: Add/Drop techniques for network design

Add/drop procedures only make moves which improve the cost function. This is a

serious drawback of this method, limiting their capacity to explore the solution space.

For example, once an add/drop procedure reaches the first local optimum, the search will
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end since, by the definition of a local optimum, no add or drop move can improve the

cost function. To address this kind of limitations, Crainic, Gendreau and Farvolden [7]

have applied the tabu search metaheuristic to the CMND problem. Tabu search is a

neighborhood search heuristic which, unlike pure add/drop procedures, can explore be-

yond local optima by making moves which do not necessarily improve the cost of the

current solution. During the period where the cost function is degraded, tabu search

seeks to find a new plateau (or valley) in the solution space from which the sequence of

improving moves can resume. This leads to a more extensive exploration of the solution

space, yielding better solutions.

Neighborhoods based on adding (dropping) arcs are not ideal for a problem like

CMND. For example, in Figure 2.I, addingarc (8, D) into the network will not produce

any significant change to the cost function since adding arc (8, D) does not generate any

new path between the origin and the destination (there is only one path {(O, A), (A, B),

(B,C), (C, ,S)Ì between the origin (node O) and the destination (node ,S). This situa-

tion will not be changed by adding arc (E,D)). In this context, Ghamlouche, Crainic

and Gendreau [12] have proposed a new tabu search heuristic for the CMND problem

with a completely different type of neighborhood, called cycle-based neighborhood.

Cycle-based neighborhood is a key component of proposed algorithm. Details about

this neighborhood structure will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Another heuristic for the CMND problem has been proposed recently which com-

bines the cycle-based tabu search and the path relinking approach [13]. The cycle-based

tabu search produces promising solutions, called Elite solutions, which are stored in a

set called the reference set. The aim of the path relinking procedure is to find a path be-

tween two elite solutions in the reference set in order to intensify the exploration in the

solution space of elite solutions. The solutions in the path are obtained by introducing

attributes of elite solutions in the reference set to guide the search. Experimental results

t1
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indicate that the proposed path relinking method currently offers the best performance

for the CMND problem.

Finally, the computation of neighborhood search heuristics can be speed up in dif-

ferent ways through parallel implementations of the heuristics [8]. One parallehzatíon

technique consists of the initiation of several concurrent tabu search processes from

different regions of the solution space. During the computation, processes exchange

information about their own exploration of the solution space. These paralleiization

techniques are called cooperative searches, and they have been applied in paralleliza-

tion of the tabu search method [34]. A parallel cooperative tabu search method has been

proposed and tested recently for the CMND problem [6]. As shown in [35], search pa-

rameters and cooperation interact with each other in a very complex manner. This makes

it difficult to predict the search behavior of the individual processes. For example, it is

difficult to prevent the search paths from overlapping with one another. In this thesis,

I will use a new approach for cooperation, parallel multilevel cooperative tabu search,

which provides a greater control on how search parameters and cooperation impact on

each other.

18



Chapter 3

Cycle-based Tâbu Search

In this chapter, we describe the cycle-based tabu search algorithm for the CMND prob-

lem [12]. A variation of this algorithm will be used as a search heuristic in our multilevel

cooperative algorithm for the CMND problem. The key feature of the cycle-based tabu

search algorithm is its neighborhood structure, called the cycle-based neighborhood.

We first describe this neighborhood structure. Then, we elaborate on the tabu search

algorithm with the cycle-based neighborhood structure for the CMND problem.

3.1 tt{eighborhooddefinÍtion

Let G : (¡y', A) be an directed graph representing a network design. A. path in G is a

sequence of closed or opened arcs such that the origin node of each arc is the destination

node of the preceding arc in the sequence and no vertex appears more than once. That is,

all arcs on a path follow the same direction. For example, in Figure 3.1 (a), the sequence

((A, B), (B , C), (C , G)) is a path. We define a chain like a path where the arcs do not

necessary follow a single direction. A cycle is a closed chain. In Figure 3.1 (a), the

t9



CHAPTER 3. CYCLE-BASED TABU SEARCH

chain ((8, B),(B,C), (C, F), (E,F)) form a cycle.

A cycle in a cycle-based neighborhood stnrcture is composed of two paths connect-

ing the same pair of nodes. For example, cycle ((E,B), (B,C), (C,F), (E,F)) in

Figure 3.1 (a) contains two paths ((8, B), (B,C), (C, F)) and ((8, F)) which connecr

to the same pair of nodes E and F. The purpose of the two paths forming a cycle is to

allow for the flow of commodities on one path of the cycle to be deviated on the other

path of this same cycle. Deviating flow in such cycles change the cost of the current so-

lution y, and provide a neighbor to g. Howeve¡ the number of neighbors based on flow

deviation can be huge, which makes the computation time to evaluate the neighborhood

excessive. To reduce the cost of computing neighbors, only those flow deviations that

close at least one opened arc in the current solution are considered.

Let

f(t) : {D "l¡> 0 : (2, ù e,q@)}.
deD

be the set of the different volumes of flow on the open arcs in the current solution

l(g) The set f (/) gives us the size of the flow deviations that can constitute neighbor

solutions. Let the residual capacity of a cycle to be the maximum flow which can be

deviated around a cycle. To deviate a flow of value 7 on a given cycle, the residual

capacity of this cycle should be at least 7. For each value 7 e f (y), we compute the 7-

residual network, which is a network that identifies all the cycles capable of deviating at

least 7 units of flow. The 7-residual network is obtained from the network corresponding

to the current solution gr by replacing each arc in the network !by atmost two arcs (i, j)+

and (7,2)-. Arc (i., j)+ represents 7 units of flow that can be added to arc (2, j). Arc

(j,i.)- represents 7 units of flow that can be eliminated from arc (i.,J). An arc (i, j)+

is included in the 7-residual network iff the residual capacity (i.e., the subtraction of

the capacity and the flow amount) of arc (2,7) is greater or equal to 7. Arc (7,2)- is

included in the 7-residual network iff the total flow on arc (2,7) is greater or equal to
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'y,i.e.Daeor!¡ 2 7. Figure 3.1 (b) shows an example of 2-residual networkforthe

current network design E shown in Figure 3.1 (a).

Among all the cycles in a 7-residual network, there exists at least one arc (i,, j)-
corresponding to an opened arc (i,,7) in the network g with total flow 7. The arc (i., j)
can be closed, and its flow can be deviated in the network / on the alternate path of one

of the cycles in which (i., j)* is involved in the 7-residual network.

From a 7-residual network, we can extract all the neighbors of the current solution

A(g) that can be obtained by deviating 7 units of flow. Then, the cost of each of these

neighbors is computed as follows: For each arc ('i, j)* € 7-residual network, we find an

approximation cfi of the increase in cost from routing 7 units of additional flow on this

afc'.

( D"'""¡ 
^,,+ I tPt , l- f¿¡ rf DpeP rf,¡ : 0;c¿,¡:\ D,.),!,^,( lPl ' 

if Ðo."T¡ > 0;

Similarly, for each arc (j,?)- € 7-residual network, we compute an approximation cu

of the decrease in cost from the reduction of7 units of flow on this a¡c:

( Drrr'l¡"1¡
| --ç-r'Y - f¿¡ if DpeP rl¡ :'Y;

^- 
- 

) /¿o€P*ij
"jt - I D,rr1i"?¡

I D,ro\, 'Y tf DPeP rT'¡ > l;

The cost of a neighbor solution is computed by adding the cost of a flow deviation to

the cost of the current solution. Figure 3.1 (c) is a 2-residual network with the changes

on costs after deviating 7 units of flow on each arc on the network g shown in Figure

3.1 (a).

Next, the move in the neighborhood is computed by identifying the cycle that max-

imize the cost reduction or minimize the cost increase. Let C(1) be the set of arcs in

the current solution A that can support the movement of 7 units of flow. That means, for
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open arcs, the flow in the current solution is at least 1, and for closed arcs, the residual

capacity is at least 7. In Figure 3.7 (d), fory : 4,if we assume that C is a set of all

the arcs in the network, C(4) includes arcs (E,D), (D,A), (A,B) and (B,C). The

procedure to identify the best neighbor is the following one:

1. Foreachl € f(t)

(a) For each arc (i, j) e C(1)

i. Find the cycle with the lowest cost that include arc (i, j).

This procedure considers each arc (i,, j) e C(l) as the beginning of a cycle. For

each arc (i, j), the procedure looks at all the cycles that contain arc (i,,7) and identifies

the cycle with the lowest cost.

3.2 Application of cycle-based tabu search to CMNI)

The cycle-based tabu algorithm that will be used in this thesis is illustrated in Algo-

rithm 4. First, an initial solution is generated by opening all the arcs and solving the

corresponding capacitated multicommodity minimum cost flow (CMCF) problem. This

initial solution is then assigned to be the CurrentSolution and BestSolut'ion.

The tabu search procedure with cycle-based neighborhood is implemented through

a while loop with a stopping criterion that is either a pre-defined number of iterations

or a time limit. At each iteration in the loop, there are flow deviation, restoration and

intensifi cation phases.

22
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Algorithm L Cycle-based Tabu Search Algorithm

ll Initialization

Generate the initial solution and assign itto BestSoluti,on and CurrentSoluti,on',

while (a stopping criterion is not satisfied)

1. Determine f (!) and C for the current solution 3r;

2. foreachT€f(t)

Install the 1-residual network;

Determine C(7);

for each arc ('i, j) e C (l)

Find the associated "low cost" cycle by using the network optimization

procedure,

Find the lowest cost cycle over all (i., j) € C 0),1 € f (g);

3. Move to the new solution by opening or closing corresponding arcs;

4. Evaluate the solution value of the new solution by solving the associated CMCF problem

using CPLEX;

5. Trim, i.e., close opened arcs with no flow;

6. Set the tabu status to each complemented arc;

7. if the solution is not feasible

Execute a restorat'ion phase;

8. Perform an i,ntensif icati,on phase if current solution satisfies:

C urr entS 9b4j9y:= EEÊt S olution 1 I nten s G ap;lJestJoLutl0n

f . if currentSolut'ion 1 BestSoluti.on

Update BestSoluti,on;
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3.2.L FIow Deviation Phase

At the beginning of each iteration, the set of flow deviation values f (g) and the set of

candidate arcs C are given. In this thesis, C is always a set of closed arcs. Next, for

each value 'y € l(T), a 7-residual network is constructed and C(ù e C is determined

over the 7:esidual network. For each arc (i,, j), an associated "lowest cost', cycle is

found in the 7-residual network. The lowest cycle amongst all the cycles for all arcs

(i,i) e C(1) and I € f(9) is set as the best move to the next solution (new design)

by opening and closing the appropriate arcs over the best cycle. The cost of the new

solution is computed by solving the CMCF problem using CPLEX. This new solution

may have opened arcs without flow. Hence, the design is then adjusted by closing these

opened arcs. This phase of adjustment, called trim, reduces the cost of the solution by

eliminating the fixed cost of arcs without flow. A short-term tabu memory is then used

to prevent the search from cycling by recording tabu status for the arcs that are opened

or closed during each iteration.

For instance, Figure 3.1 (a) shows a design with (D, G,2) and. (8, F,2) which rep-

resent source nodes, sink nodes and demands of commodities d1 and d2, respectively.

The current solution routes 2 units of flows of commodity d1 on path ((D, B), (B,C),
(C, G)) and 2 units of flows of commodiry d,2 on parh ((8, B), (B , C) , (C,F)). The

value of the objective function of the current solution is 61. Let f(y) : {2,4} and

C = {(A,B), (D,A), (E,D), (E,F), (B,F)}. Thus,C(Z) = C = {(A,B), (D,A),
(E,D),(E,F), (B,F)j on 2_residual nerwork (shown in Figure 3.1 (c)), andC@)

= {(E,D), (D,A), (A,B)} on 4-residual nerwork (shown in Figure 3.1 (d)). In rhe

2-residual network (shown in Figure 3.1 (c)), inC(2), cycles srarting with candidate

links (D, A) are ((A,B),(B,D), (D,A)) and ((.4, B),(B,E), (E,D), (D,A)) and

costs are 3 and -3 respectively; cycle srarting with candidate link (E,F) is ((E,F)
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(F,C), (C, B),(8, E)) which has cost i 1; cycle starting with candidate link (.B, F) is

((F,C), (C, B), (8, F)) with cost 2. There is no cycle starting with candidate links in

C(\ by observing Figure 3.1 (d). The lowest cost cycle is ((,4, B), (8, E), (8, D),

(D, A)l found on 2¡esidual network in Figure 3.1 (b) with a cost improvement of -3.

This best move results in the new network design (shown in Figure 3.1 (e)) by opening

arcs (E, D), (D,,4) and (A, B) and closing arcs (8, B) on the current network design

(shown in Figure 3.2 (a)).

3.2.2 RestorationPhase

Flow deviations on the best cycle may yield a solution that is not feasible since there may

be no paths between source nodes and sink nodes of some commodities. For example,

Figure 3.2 (a) shows a design with (D, F,2), (C,G,2) and (A,8,2) which represent

source nodes, sink nodes and demands of commodities d1, d,2 and d3, respectively. The

current solution routes 2 units of flows of commodity ù on path ((D, E), (8, F)), 2

units of flows of commodity d2 on path ((C,E),(E,F), (.F, G)) and2 units of flows of

commodity d3 on path ((A, D), (D, E), (E, B)).The value of the objective function of

the current solution is 55. Let l(y) : {2,4} and C -- {(D,H), (H,'F)} We assume

C(2) = C = {(D,H),(H,f)} on 2:esidual network (shown in Figure 3.2 (b)) and

C(4) = C = {(D,H), (H,F)} on 4residual network (shown in Figure 3.2 (c)). In the

2-residual network (shown in Figure 3.2 (b)), cycles starting candidate links in C(2)

arc ((D,H), (H,F),(F,E),(E,D)) with cost 4. The cycles starting with candidate

links in C(4) arc ((D, H), (H, F), (F, E), (8, D)) with cost -5 (shown in Figure 3.2

(c)). The lowest cost cycle is ((D, H), (H,F), (F,E), (E,D)) found on 4:esidual

network in Figure 3.2 (c) with a cost improvement of -5. This best move results in the

new network design (shown in Figure 3.2 (d)) by opening arcs (D, H) and (H, F) and
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closing arcs (D, E) and (8, F) on the current network design (shown in Figure 3.2 (a)).

This network design is unfeasible since there are no paths between the source node and

sink node for commodities d2 and ds. To handle unfeasible solutions, this algorithm

uses the artificial arcs between source nodes and sink nodes for each commodity. In the

example above, the flow of commodities dz and d3 will be deviated on those artificial

arcs which have a capacity value equal to the demand of the associated commodity and

very high routing cost. High routing cost is set to make sure that the artificial arcs are

undertaken only if there are no feasible solutions. So, when the solution cost is very

high, it is likely that the solution includes artificial arcs, i.e., this solution is unfeasible.

When a solution is unfeasible, a restoration phase is used to bring the search back

to the feasible regions of the solution space. It is achieved by deviating the flows from

artificial arcs to network arcs. Restoration operates similarly to steps I to 6 (in Algo-

rithm 4) except that the set C is restricted to the artificial arcs with flows, while the set

7 is restricted to the flow of commodities of these artificial arcs. Figure 3.3 describes

how the restoration phase works. Figure 3.3 is based on the same problem as in Fig-

ure3.2 wich routes respectively 2 units of flows for commodity ù (from D to F), d2

(from C to G) and d3 (from A to B). In Figure 3.3 (a), the infeasible solution has

two artificial arcs with zero fixed cost, high routing cost (costs higher than 400000 are

defined as "high"), capacity 2 and flow 2. In Figure 3.3 (a), an unfeasible solution is

found due to its "high" cost 1600010 when it routes 2 units of flows for commodity

d1 onpath ((D,H),(H,F)),routes2unitsof flowsforcommodityd2 onartificialarc

(C,G) and routes 2 units of flows for commodity d3 on artificial arc (,4,,B). In this

example, f(g) : {2} and C : C(2) : {(A,B),(C,G)}. Hence, in the 2-residual

network shown in Figure 3.3 (b), artificial arcs (A,B) and (C,G) are replaced only

by (j,z)- since the capacity and the flow amount of every artificial arc are equal to 7.

Hence, no matter which cycle is chosen to be the best move, artificial arcs are closed af-
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ter the best move. Subsequently, flows are deviated from artificial arcs to another set of

non-artificial arcs. For example, Figure 3.3 (b) shows cycle starting with candidate link

(A,B) is ((8, A),(A,D),(D,E),(E,B)) with cost -799977 and cycle starting with

candidate link (C, G) is ((C, E), (8, F), (F, G), (G, C)) with cost -799974. Hence, the

cycle ((8, A),(A,D),(D,E),(E,B)) is chosen to be the best move and it generates

the new network design shown in Figure 3.3 (c) when opening arcs (A, D), (D, E) and

(E,B), and closing arc (A,B). In this new network design, artificial arc (A,B) is re-

moved. But, we know this solution is still infeasible since the artificial arc (C, G) exists

in this solution. Hence, the restoration phase is executed again and 2residual network

is built as shown in Figure 3.3 (d). The only cycle is ((C,E),(E,F),(F,G),(C,G))

since C = C(2) = {(C,G)}. Finally, Figure 3.3 (e) displays in the network design, the

artificial arc (C, G) is removed as well.

3.2.3 Intensification phase

In the deviation and restoration phases, the flow of all the commodities is deviated on the

new best cycle. When the deviation phase or restoration phase finds a "good" solution

that either improves the best solution or is close to it by a pre-defined percentage (called

IntensGap), usually this solution may be improved further by iteratively modifying

the flow distribution of one commodity at a time. The flow of one commodity can

be modified using the same flow deviation approach described in Section 3.2.1. This

flow deviation of individual commodities is called the intensification phase of the cycle-

based tabu search algorithm as it refines solutions obtained in the flow deviation and

restoration phases. The flow deviation for each commodity is obtained by generating the

7-residual networks for this commodity and proceeding exactly as for the flow deviation

and restoration phases. The only difference is that during intensification phase, only
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negative cycles are considered. The pseudo-code of the intensification phase is shown

in Figure 3.4. Intensification stops once there are no more negative-cost cycles. Moves

around negative-cost cycles ensure that the feasible solution is always better than the

current one.
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(FixedCost, RoutingCost, Capacity, Flow)

(a) A Network Design
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(b) 2-residual Network without Costs

(d) 4-residual Network(c) 2-residual Network with Costs

(FixedCost, RoutingCost, Capacity, Flow)

(e) The New Network Design After The Best

Move

Figure 3.1: Example of feasible solution
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(FixedCost, RoutingCost, Capacity, Flow)

(a) A Network Design

@@

(c) 4-residual Network

Figure 3.2: Example of unfeasible solution

(b) 2-residual Network

(FixedCost, RoutingCost, Capacity, Flow)

(d) The New Network Design After The

Best Move
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(FixedCost, Routingcost, Capaciry, Flow)

(a) A Network Design Which is Un-

feasible

(FixedCost, RouringCost, Capaciry, Flow)

(c) The New Network Afrer The Best

Move

(b) 2-residual Network

(d) 2-residual Network of The New

Network
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(e) Another New Network

(FixedCost, RoutingCost, Capacity, Flow)

Figure 3.3: Example of restoration of an unfeasible solution
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while (no negative cost cycle is detected in any 7:esidual network)

for (each commodity d e D andl € fd)

install the 7-residual network;

determine C(l),

for each arc (i,, j) e C (t) and 7 e f d

find the low cost cycle by using the network optimization procedure;

find the lowest cost cycle over all (i, j) e C(l),"f e ld

76u"¿ denotes the associated volume of deviated flow'

if the lowest cost cycle is negative cost (improving)

modify the flow around the best cycleby 16."¿;

move to the new solution by opening or closing corresponding arcs;

update the cost of current solution by adding the cost of the cycle

(without solving CMCF problem);

set the tabu status to each complemented arc;

evaluate the current solution value by solving the associated CMCF problem;

Figure 3.4: Intensification phase
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Chapter 4

Multilevel Cooperative Search

Multilevel cooperative search is a new parallel meta-heuristic developed by Toulouse

et al 126, 361. This meta-heuristic combines some aspects of the multilevel design

paradigm for discrete optimization problems first introduced by l2,l4l and cooperative

search algorithms [34]. In this chapte¡ we give a brief overview of the multilevel and

cooperative search paradigms. Then, we describe in more details the multilevel coop-

erative search approach. The multilevel paradigm will be illustrated using the graph

partitioning problem (GPP). Therefore, we first formally define this problem and intro-

duce neighborhood search techniques for this problem.

4.1 MultileYelparadigm

The multilevel approach was originally developed to speed-up move-based search al-

gorithms for graph and hypergraph partitioning problems [14, 18, 19]. The expression

"multilevel" comes from reducing the size of the original problem instance at different

degrees (called levels), yielding a sequence of increasingly smaller problem instances
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(multilevel).

4.L.1 Graph partitioning problem

Assume G : (V,E) is a undirected graph, let ll/l : rL àîd lUl : m be respectively

the number of vertices and edges in G. We denote edges in G either as e € E or {a,b}

where ¿, b is a pair of vertices in I/. The k-way graph partitioning problem consists

of finding a partitioning of V into k disjoint sets {Pr, P2,...,P¡) that minimizes the

following cost function:

f @) : DL' w(e¿)

subject to:

l. P¿aP¡:Øforil j,

34

2. 4 <lP) < + forsomeconstant¿ ) 1.0,
cñ 

-t 
Æ

3.¿f:rP":V and

4.

(

*@) : I 
I if e¿ is a edge spanning more than one partition P¡,

|. 0 otherwise.

In other words, the objective of the graph partitioning problem is to find a partition of I/
which minimizes the number of edges spanning more than one set.

The graph partitioning problem is a well known l/P-hard combinatorial optimiza-

tion problem [9]. Several neighborhood search heuristics have been proposed for this

problem U7 ,20,28,311. Typically, these search heuristics are based on neighborhoods

def,ned by swapping pairs of vertices between partition sets. Figures 4.1 (a) and 4.1
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(b) illustrate a problem instance for the Z-way graph partitioning problem. In Figure

4.I (a), 6 edges span the two partition sets, therefore the cost of this partitioning is

f : 6. The solution strategy consists to improve the current solution by swapping a

pair of vertices between the two partition sets. The neighborhood of the solution in

Figure 4.1 (a) is made of solutions that can be obtained by swapping pairs of vertices

like {,4, B},{A,D},{A,F},{C,B},{C,D},{C,F} and so on. Most swaps change

the number of edges that span both partition sets. The swap that produces the largest

improvement in the cost function is {,4, B}, which is illustrated in Figure a.1 þ). This

move reduces the number of edges spanning 2 partition sets to only two. Hence, it yields

a solution of cost f : 2.

(a) Cost 6

(b) Cost 2

Figure 4.1: Cost of the Z-way partitioning after swapping vertices A and B
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4.1.2 Application of the multilevel paradigm to the graph partition-

ing problem

Figure 4.2: Phases of the multilevel method for the GPP

We can identify 3 important phases in multilevel algorithms, as illustrated in Figure

4.2L191for the graph partitioning problem:

Coarsening phase: The size of the original problem instance is recursively re-

duced by fixing the state of some decision variables;

Search phase: The smallest problem instance is solved using an exact or a heuris-

tic search method;

Refinement phase: The best solution at one level is refined using a search proce-

dure applied to the problem instance at the next less coarsened level.
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We illustrate these three phases with an application of the

graph partitioning problem.

JI

multilevel approach to the

6ò
+ 

t,,-\H
(c)

Figure 4.3: Coarsening phase

Coarsening phase: Let G¡ : (vo,øo) be the original problem instance. The set of

decision variables of G6 consists of the vertices in V¡. The domain of each decision

variable is {1,. ..,k}, where k is the number of partition sets for the problem instance.

One can reduce the number of decision variables by merging randomly selected pairs

of vertices a,b € I/6 into a single vertex øb. Merged vertices yield a new graph Gt :
(V, Et) in the following manner: if there exist an edge {a,å} in G6, then this edge does
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not appear in G1 (shown in Figure 4.3 (a)): if there exist edges {r, o} and {c, b} in G6,

they are merged into a single edge {c, ab} in G1 (shown in Figure a.3 G)); if there exist

edges {r,o} and {d, b} in G6, these edges become {c,abl and {d, ab} in the coarsened

graph G6 (shown in Figure a.3 (c)). As illustrated in Figure 4.2, each iteration of the

coarsening phase yields a smaller graph (where the number of vertices is reduced by

about half). Coarsening is recursively applied to the latest coarsened graph until the

problem instance is small enough to be solved exactly or search efficiently by some

heuristic method.

Notice that solutions of the coarsened graph Gy are also solutions of the original

problem instance G6. Assigning a vertex ab e Vl to a partition set z is equivalent to

assign vertices a,b € I/6 to the partition set u. Denote by Xo the solution space for

Gs and X¿ the solution space of the coarsened graph G¿. Then, given the coarsening

strategy as described above, the following relation holds among solution spaces of each

level: X¿ C Xu. C ... C Xt C Xs, where I is the last level.

Search phase: Performed on the very small problem instance G¿ using an exact search

algorithm or a neighborhood search heuristic, it speed-ups considerably the search.

However, search on the restricted solution space X¿ is unlikely to produce good so-

lutions. Such good solutions may simply not exist in the solution space X¿.

Refinement phase: It is a search performed on the problem instance at levels 0 to I - 1

using a neighborhood search heuristic. The main purpose of the search heuristic at level

z is to "refine" the best solution identified by the search heuristic at level i, I 7. Let

G¡ : (V, E¿) be the coarsened graph at level ¿. Assume the best solution at level z * 1

is stored in an array of integers S¿+r of size lV¿¡11 such that entry S,*r þ] indicates in

which partition the vertex 7 is assigned in the corresponding solution ^9¿*1. The first step

of the refinement phase for level i consists to use the best solution of level e f 1 as a seed

to interpolate an initial solution for the search heuristic at level z. This interpolation
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operation consists to split each vertex o,b¿¡y € V¿*1 into vertices a¿,b¿ € V,. Since

vertices a¿ and b¿ in G¿ have been merged during the coarsening phase to obtain vertex

ab¿¡1in G¿¡1, wë can obtain a feasible initial solution for level z by assigning vertices ø¿

and b¿ in the solution 5¿ to the same partition as ab¿¡1 € V+t in the solution ,S¿a1. The

next step of the refinement phase for level z consists to execute a search of the solution

space X¿ using the interpolated solution as starting point for this search. Search at level i
refines the interpolated solution because vertices o,¿ and b¿ are no longer always assigned

to the same partition, which usually yields solutions with reduced cost in comparison

with the solution of level i + 7 that has been used by the interpolation process. A

relatively brief search is performed to refine the interpolated solution. Once the search

is completed at a level ¿, the best solution is sent to level i - l. The refinement phase

is completed once the search terminates at level 0 (the level of the original problem

instance).

While multilevel algorithms are fast, the quality of the approximations provided by

these algorithms depends crucially on how the coarsening phase reduces the solution

space [38]. This aspect of the search behavior of multilevel algorithms is illustrated

in Figure 4.4. This Figure describes a 5 levels multilevel algorithm for the graph par-

titioning problem. In each subfigure, the r-axis represents solutions while the gr-axis

represents the cost of each solution. The curve symbolizes the cost function. On the left

hand side of Figure 4.4, from top to bottom, the original problem (level 0) is coarsened

increasingly until there is only one solution in the solution space (level5). Suppose two

vertices u1 and uz e G¿: at level 'i - I are merged to form a single vertex u e G¿ at

level z. Any partitioning of coarsened graph G¿ is then restricted to always place both

vertices u1 and u2 together in the same partition set (since they have been merged into

a single vertex at level z). Therefore, this coarsening reduces the solution space of G¿

given that solutions with u1 and u2 in different partitions do not exist in G¿. This exclu-
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sion of some solutions with the increase level of coarsening is called the sampling ffict
of coarsening.
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global optimal solution is found)

Coarsening also smooth the cost function. This smoothing of the cost function re-

moves barriers between regions of the solution space and it makes easier for search

procedures to go directly toward "good" regions of solution space. In Figure 4.4, the
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sampled points are circled and all intermediate values are removed to give to the next

coarser version. The only solution in the coarsest problem becomes the initial solution

(shown as a black dot in the bottom right hand side of the figure) although it is not an

optimal solution to the overall problem. This initial solution becomes a starting solution

for the less coarsened level. On the right hand side of Figure 4.5, from bottom to top,

this best solution found is then sent to the next lower level recursively up to level0.
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Multilevel algorithms are sensitive to the way the coarsening phase samples the so-

lution space [37]. In Figure 4.4, the global optimal solution is found. It is possible

the refinement policy will fail to find the global minimum if a different set of sampling

points is picked, i.e., if another coarsening strategy is chosen. For example, Figure 4.5

gives the search behavior of multilevel algorithms for the same problem instance as the

one in Figure 4.4. Since a different coarsening strategy is chosen, the only solution in

the coarsest problem is not improved during the refinement phase (from the bottom to

the top on the right side of Figure 4.5). So, the global optimal solution is not found in

this example.

4.2 Cooperative search

The exploration of the solution space by search heuristics can be characterized as a path

in the solution space (shown in Figure 4.6). Each point in this search path is a solution

visited by the search heuristic. Points which are not in the search path are neighboring

solutions and arcs from a visited solution to the next solution identify a move in the

neighborhood of a visited solution. It comes as a natural observation that the exploration

of the solution space can be decomposed along several search paths, where each search

path is generated by a different search procedure. This observation has been key to

the development of a parallelization strategy for neighborhood search heuristics named

parallel independent search. In the parallel independent search approach, the solution

space is decomposed implicitly, by having the search procedures start from different

initial solutions or use different search parameters, or by using totally different search

heuristics. It has been shown that parallel independent search not only speed up the

exploration of the solution space (more solutions are visited for a same search time),

but it also helps to find better solutions compared to the sequential search that visits the
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same number of solutions in the solution space [16, 30].

Current solution

-Neighborhood

Figure 4.6: Exploration of the solution space

Cooperative search is a extension of the parallel independent search strategy. In a

cooperative search algorithm, the different search procedures exchange information re-

garding the progress they make in the exploration of the solution space [32,35]. This

exchange of information imposes a global search strategy on top of the parallel inde-

pendent search strategies. The issues regarding the global strategy in cooperative search

are generally quite complex and will not be addressed in this thesis. Interested readers

should consult the following papers 132,351. However, experimental results show that

cooperation among independent search procedures helps find better solutions to com-

binatorial optimization problems [22,23,29,331as well as to constraint satisfaction

problems 14,15).
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4.3 Multilevel cooperative search

Multilevel cooperative search is a parallel algorithm design strategy combining coop-

erative search and the multilevel approach. As for cooperative search, the parallelism

of multilevel cooperative algorithms is based on a set of independent search procedures

concurrently exploring the solution space of the same problem instance. However, un-

like cooperative search, the search path performed by each independent procedure is

determined by the search heuristic and a coarsening strategy defining search spaces.

A multilevel cooperative search procedure starts by coarsening the original problem

instance. Each coarsened problem instance generated by the coarsening procedure is

used as input for the search heuristics associated to each level. The solution space of

the original problem instance as well as the solution space of each coarsened problem

instance is then explored concurrently by a set ofindependent search procedures. Since

we have X¿ C X6, exploring the solution space of the problem instance at level ? > 0

is equivalent to searching regions of the solution space of the original problem instance

defined by Xo.

4.3.1 Interaction operators for the graph partitioning problem

As mentioned before, the sampling effect of coarsening may exclude "good" solutions

in "good" regions of Xs. Multilevel cooperative search uses "interaction operators" to

refine the search at each level. These operators work by: 1- changing the coarsening

of the problem instance at level z using solutions from level i. - \ 2- reinitializing the

search heuristic at level e using an imported solution from level i + 1. The adaptation of

the multilevel cooperative search strategy to the graph partitioning problem uses three

interaction operators. Two operators, local partitioning and local clustering refrne the
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coarsening of the problem instance at each level with the help from the lower level. The

interpolation operator has the same purpose as the interpolation operator for standard

multilevel algorithms. It reinitializes the heuristic at level ¿ based on solutions obtained

fromleveli+L

All three operators exchange elite solutions (i.e., the current best solutions) which

are discovered in the solution spaces of neighbor levels. Information exchange in mul-

tilevel cooperative search takes place only between problem instances corresponding

to adjacent levels in the multilevel structure defined by coarsening. This refinement

phase of multilevel cooperative search is illustrated in more details in the next three

subsections through the implementation of the three operators for the graph partitioning

problem.

4.3.1.1 Local partitioning

This interaction operator changes the coarsening of the problem instance at level z by

splitting some of the vertices in the coarsened graph G¿, which increases the number of

clustered vertices in G¿. The procedure first identifies which vertices can be splitted by

comparing all the vertices of level i with an elite solution from level i - L. Recall that

a vertex in a coarsened graph at level z is a cluster ofvertices from the original problem

instance at level 0. The comparison between a vertex u € G¿ and an elite solution z

from level ¿ - 1 aims to determine if the cluster of vertices from Gs forming vertex u

belongs to a single partition in the elite solution r. The vertices in G¿ which will be

split are those which do not belong to a single partition in z. The reasoning behind

the partitioning operator is the following: a clustered vertex at level i, that overlaps

partitions in an elite solution from level ¿ - 1 will prevent the search heuristic at level z

from reaching the good region of the solution space identified by the elite solution from

level ¿ - 1. In order to allow the search heuristic to explore that region, the clustered
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vertex is splitted into new vertices each belonging strictly to a single partition from the

elite solution z. The search at level i can then move independently the components of

the previously clustered vertex and place them into a partitioning configuration similar

to the elite solution from level i - 1. Local partitioning not only increases the number of

the vertices but it also increases the size of the solution space X¿ to include the "good"

regions of the solution space X¿t.
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Figure 4.7: Local partitioning operator

In Figure 4.7, we use a 2-way partitioning problem instance to illustrate the local

partitioning operator. Vertices of Go are not coarsened, but each veÍtex of Gr is consti-

tuted by a pair of vertices from G6 by the coarsening procedure. Figure 4.7 (b) contains

4clusteredvertices a,b,candd € I/r where 0,={I,5}, b= {2,3},c= {4,8} and d=

{6,1}. Let the elite solution .9i of level 0 be the two partitions Poi - {1, 3, 5, 8} and

Po, = {2,4,6,7} shown in Figure a.7 @). Local partitioning operator imports this elite

solutionfromlevel0andcheckeachvertexoflevel 1. Oncethevertexoflevel 1 spans
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more than one partition, this vertex is splitted to two vertices. As shown in Figure 4.7

(c), vertices b and c are splitted into two vertices respectively: h - {2), b, = {3} and c1

= {4}, c2 = {8}.

4.3.1.2 Local clustering

Local clustering is a second operator which redefines the coarsening ofcoarsened graphs

G¿. Similar to the local partitioning, the local clustering imports an elite solution from

level i - 1. Local clustering consists scanning the partition sets of an elite solution r
from level ¿ - I and merging a pair of vertices u,t) Q Git if they belong to the same

partition in z and they are adjacent vertices in G¿t. Vertices defining G¿ before the local

clustering are removed and replaced by those created by the local clustering operation.

Local clustering aggregates into a single vertex of G¿ those vertices of G¡ in the same

partition of an elite solution of level i - I. The rational is that vertices belonging to the

same partition in an elite solution can be considered as settled, we make them a single

vertex in G¿ where they can be moved together into the partition sets of G¿. Usually, this

operator reduces the number of vertices of the coarsened graph G¿ , thereby reducing the

size of the solution space. Local clustering makes the search retreat from uninteresting

regions of the solution space.

We give an example that explains how the local clustering operator works. Figure

4.8 represents the same 2-way partitioning problem instance used to describe local par-

titioning operator. In Figure 4.8 (a), the elite solution,9[ at level0 includes two partition

sets: P61 -{1,3,5,8}and Ps2={2,4,6,1}. AsshowninFigure4.S(b),sincevertices

{1} and {5} of level 0 are in the same partition, and also are connected by the same

edge, they therefore become a new vertex { 1 , 5 } of level 1 . Similar to vertices { 3 } and

{s},{2} and {6}, {a} and {7}.
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(a) Level 0: one elite

solution

(b) Level

coarsening

Figure 4.8: Local clustering operator

4.3.1.3 Interpolation

The interpolation operator reinitializes the search of level e using an elite solution from

level i * 1 as initial solution for the search. One of the motivation for multilevel search

is to use the small solution spaces to perform an extensive exploration of the solution

space of the original problem instance. This extensive search identifies regions of the

solution space that might be worth a more intensive search. The interpolation operator

implements this transition from extensive to more intensive searches. It uses a solution

from a coarsened problem instance to initialize a search in the solution space of a less

coarsened problem instance. This search has more flexibility to move vertices between

partition sets, it can then refine the interpolated elite solution.
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4.4 Summary

In summary, multilevel cooperative search algorithms use coarsening to identify "good"

regions of the solution space that can be explored in parallel by a set of independent

search heuristics. Because the initial coarsening samples the solution space randomly,

this may result in coarsened problem instances that have a poor representativity of

"good" regions of the solution space. Operators like local partitioning and local clus-

tering use the knowledge accumulated by exploring the different search spaces to refine

the original coarsening. Local partitioning operator undoes the coarsening of decision

variables if they appeff to have different values in the elite solutions found by the search

heuristics. On the other hand, local clustering operator merges decision variables that

appear to often have the same values in good solutions identified by search heuristics.

Improving the coarsening at level ¿ helps search heuristics to identify better solutions,

which in turn can be used to improve the coarsening of the problem instances in adjacent

levels to level z. In addition, multilevel cooperative search algorithms use interpolation

operator to identify "good" regions of the solution space by reinitializing independent

search heuristics.
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Chapter 5

Multilevel Cooperative Tabu Search

(MCTS) Algorithm for the CMNI)

Problem

This chapter describes our multilevel cooperative tabu search (MCTS) algorithm for the

capacitated multicommodity network design (CMND) problem. This algorithm uses

the cycle-based tabu search algorithm of Chapter 3 to search the coarsened problem

instances corresponding to each level of the multilevel structure. The main contributions

in this algorithm are the design of a coarsening strategy for the CMND problem, the

definition of interaction operators to restart search and redefine new coarsened problem

instances, and modifications to the cycle-based tabu search algorithm in order to adapt

this search procedure to the constraints imposed by the multilevel algorithm.

In this chapter, we first describe our coarsening procedure for the CMND problem.

Next, our three interaction operators are described. We then identify the modifications

we have made to the the cycle-based tabu search procedure. Finally, we show how all

s0
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the pieces of the puzzle combine to form our multilevel cooperative search algorithm.

5.1 Coarsening phase

We have considered two ways to coarsen the graph representing a network design prob-

lem. First, we tried to coarsen network design graphs by merging pairs of vertices

from the network. This approach presented some serious difficulties in the context of

graphs representing network design problems. Unlike graphs for the GPP, network de-

sign graphs are weighted directed graphs. Each time an arc g,¡ is removed from the

graph, it destroys paths in the network as well as the information associated with the

corresponding arc such as its fixed cost, routing cost per commodity, flow capacity and

the number of units of flow in the current solution. Therefore, changes in network design

graphs resulting from merging pairs of vertices presented serious challenges in terms of

conserving the information associated to deleted arcs into the new coarsened network

design graphs. We couldn't come with an easy approach to handle this problem, there-

fore, we have abandoned this coarsening strategy in the context ofthe present research.

We have chosen another coarsening strategy which consists to fix the status of some

arcs as either fixed-open or fixed-closed. Decision variables (arcs) which are fixed-open

or fixed-closed become constants, i.e., their state cannot be modified by a search heuris-

tic exploring the solution space. For example, flow cannot be deviated on an arc that

is fixed-closed, therefore no cycle can include such an arc. Similarly, a fixed-open arc

cannot be closed. Fixing arcs has the effect of coarsening the original problem instance

by reducing the number of decision variables, i.e., arcs that can swap in and out the

design. However, since arcs still exist in the network, the coarsened graph keeps all the

information on each arc needed to compute the cost function and determine feasibility

of each solution.
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5.1.1 Selecting arcs with fixed status

In order to coarsen the original network design problem instance into smaller problem

instances, we need to determine the number of levels required and the number of arcs

with a fixed status in each coarsened problem instance. We also need to decide which

arcs are given a fixed status. The number of levels as well as the number of arcs with

fixed status are dependent on the size of the original network design problem instance.

Consequently, these values are determined during the calibration phase. We will de-

scribe how these parameters are determined in Chapter 6.

In the present section, we describe how we select arcs that are given a fixed status.

We have investigated two approaches. Both aimed to determine the fixed status of arcs

based on their likelihood to be opened or closed in good solutions. The two approaches

investigated are: the Fixed Cost Method (FCM) and the Frequency Method (FM).

5.1.1.1 Fixed Cost Method

In the fixed cost method, arcs are selected to be fixed-open or fixed-closed based on their

H;:?:st ratio (FC ratio). An arc with a small FC ratio means the arc has a small fixed
capaclry

cost compared to its capacity. On the other hand, an arc with large FC ratio means the

arc has a big fixed cost comparing to its capacity. Introducing an arc with a low fixed

cost and high capacity does not increase substantially the overall cost of the design while

adding capacity to carry a large number of units of flow. On the other hand, adding arcs

with a high fixed cost and low capacity in a design increases substantially the overall

cost of the design while allowing to carry only a few units of flow. Hence, we think arcs

with a small FC ratio are more likely to be opened in good solutions and arcs with a big

FC ratio are more likely to be closed in good solutions.

Algorithm 2 shows our fixed cost method as a coarsening strategy. In this method,
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arcs are chosen to be fixed-open or fixed-closed by a random function which is biased

by the arcs FC ratio. The smaller the FC ratio of an arc, the more likely this arc will

be selected to be fixed-open. On the other hand, the bigger the FC ratio of an arc, the

more likely the status of the arc will be fixed-closed. To implement this biased random

selection, random numbers are selected uniformly in the interval [0, 1]. We partition the

interval [0, t] into n sub-intervals, where n is the number of arcs in the network. Each

sub-interval T corresponds to an arc 7 in the network. To bias the arc selection based on

the FC ratio, the length of sub-interval j is made proportional to the FC ratio of arc j.

For fixed-open arcs, the smaller the ratio of an arc, the longer is the corresponding sub-

interval for this arc. However, for fixed-closed arcs, the bigger the ratio of an arc, the

longer the sub-interval corresponding to this arc. An arc 7 is selected to be fixed-open or

fixed-closed when the number return by uni,f orrn(O..1) falls in the sub-interval T. The

longer the sub-interval corresponding to an arc is, the more likely the random number

returned by the function uni,f orm(O..1) falls in this sub-interval.

5.1.1.2 Frequency Method

The frequency method is a second approach to set the status of arcs as fixed-open or

fixed-closed. As for the fixed cost method, the frequency method seeks to determine

the status of arcs based on the likelihood these arcs will have the same status in good

solutions. Assuming fixed-open arcs will appear in "good" solutions and fixed-closed

arcs will not, we fix the status of arcs during coarsening according to how often arcs

appear as opened or closed in "good" solutions. Ifan arc is frequently opened in "good"

solutions, coarsening try to set it to be fixed-open; if an arc is frequently closed in "good"

solutions, coarsening try to set it to be fixed-closed.

The procedure to determine the fix status of arcs using the frequency method is

relatively simple. A sequential cycle-based tabu search procedure is run for a pre-
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determined number of iterations. This cycle-based tabu search procedure builds a set

of elite solutions E,S. The solutions in the elite set are the best solutions ever found by

the search procedure. The cardinality of the elite set is a pre-defined parameter. The

first lE.9l iterations of the sequential search procedure fills the elite set. After the first

lE^91 iterations, if the current solution is better than the worst solution in the elite set,

then this worst solution is replaced by the current solution.

During the execution of the cycle-based tabu search, a cunent solution is consid-

ered a promising solution if its cost is better than the worst solution in the elite set or

close to it by a pre-defined percentage. The promising solutions set is representative

of good solutions for a problem instance. Each time a promising solution is identified

during the cycle-based tabu search, a vector called frequency memory is updated. This

vector records how often arcs are opened or closed in promising solutions. Each entry

in the frequency memory corresponds to an arc in the network. If an arc is opened in a

promising solution, the corresponding entry in the frequency memory is increased by 1.

If an arc is closed in the promising solution, the corresponding entry in the frequency

memory is decreased by l.

In Algorithm 3, once the cycle-based tabu search is completed, arcs in the frequency

vector are sorted in decreasing order of their frequency. The top NbFi,ri,ngOpen arcs

are set to be fixed-open; the last NbFi,ri,ngClose arcs are set to be fixed-closed. The

specific number of iterations of the cycle-based tabu search, the cardinality of the elite

set and a percentage to determine the promising solution are values obtained during the

parameter calibration of the algorithm.
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Algorithm 2 Coarsening Algorithm of FC Method

C o ar s en L eu el (G, N b F i r e dO p en, N b F i, r edC I o s e, i)

Input: G is the network

NbFixedOpen is the number of arcs that are Fixed-Open

NbFixedClose is the number of arcs that are Fixed-Close

z is the index of the level

Output: Y¿,anntay of sizen such thatYiUl =FixedOpen,FixedCloseorUndetermined.

int ,k=l;

each elementof Y, is initialized as Undetermined;

while(k l NbFiredOpen)

z = uniform(O..1);

j - position-FixedOpen(u);

if(YU) == Undetermined) then

Yljl = FixedoPen;

k++:

l^_1 ,fu-lr

while(k 1 NbFi,redClose)

z = uniform(O..1);

j = position-FixedClose(u);

if(VU) == Undetermined) then

YUI = FixedClose;

k++;
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5.L.2 Coarsening procedure

The coarsening strategy for the CMND problem is the following. Assume the original

CMND problem instance is represented by a graph G : (N, A) where lAl : n. The

coarsening phase for the CMND problem generates I coarsened network design prob-

lems by fixing the status of NbF'iredOpen¿ -f NbFiredClose¿ arcs of G for each level

i,. Let TLi : n - (NbFi,redOpen¿ -f NbFi,redClose¿) be the number of arcs that can

move in and out the design at level z. The coarsening procedure is such that n¿ 1 n¡-t.

Algorithm 2 summarizes a coarsening procedure based on selecting fixed arcs using the

fixed cost method.

In Algorith m 2, the variables NbFired,Open and, NbFiredClose denote the pre-

defined number of arcs that are fixed-open or fixed-closed for level ¿. The variable Y

denotes an array of n integers. This array is used to store the fix status of arcs, Yþ]

states the fixing status of arc j. Initially, the status of each arc is set as "IJndeter-

mined", which means the status of each arc can be changed by the cycle-based tabu

search heuristic. The first while loop select arcs that will have a fixed-open status.

The function uni,f orm(O..1) returns a position z on the interval [0, 1]. The procedure

pos'it'ion-Fi,redOpen(u) computes the corresponding sub-interval for position z. The

procedure posi,ti,on-Fi,red,Open(z) takes as input the *# ratio r¡ of each arc 7.' capaclty J

We choose -R to be the maximum among the ratios r¡. For fixed-open arc, we want

to give large sub-intervals to arcs with small ratios Hg!! Let s¡ - R - r¡, wØcapaclry J

then have s¡ larger when the ratio r¡ of arc 7 is smaller. The normalization factor s!

determines the percentage of the interval [0, 1] occupied by arc 7. Sub-intervals are dis-

tributed on the interval 10, 1] in increasing order of the integer label of the arcs in the

network. The arc corresponding to the sub-interval holding the position z is returned by

the procedure pos'iti,on-Fi,redOpen(z). The second while loop in Algorithm 2 selects
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Algorithm 3 Coarsening Algorithm of Frequency Method

C oar s en L eu el (n, fr , N b F i, r edO p en, N b F ir e dC I o s e)

Input: n is the number of arcs in network

% is the frequency memory in level z

NbFixedOpen is the number of fixed-open arcs

MFixedClose is the number of fixed-closed arcs

Output: Y¿ is the fixing status of arcs.

int B[0..n - 1]; llkeep arc's original position

ll lnitialization

for (k : 0;k < n; k + +) Blkl: k;

// L Sort the frequency memory in decreasing order

for(k:0;k.-n;k++)
for(7: k+I;i <n; j -l-l)

if (Uljl > vc[,k]) swap(V¿þ1, %[k]); s*ap(sjl, nlnD;

i/ 2. Reset the fixed status of arcs in Y¿

for (k : 0;k < n; k + +) // Fixed-open arcs

if (k < NbFiredOpen) Y[B[k]l = FixedOpen;

eke f¿lB[,k]] = Undetermined;

for (,k : n - l; lc 2 0; k - -) // Fixed-closed arcs

if (È > n- NbFi,redClose)YlB[k)]=FixedClose;

ll 3. Clear the frequency memory V¿

for (ic : 0;k < n; k + +) Vlkl: g'
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the arcs that receive a fixed-closed status. The procedwe pos'it'ion-Fi,redClose(u) ob-

tains the arc corresponding to position z on the interval [0, 1]. While the probability of

selecting arc j tobe fixed-open is inversely proportional to itr H# ratio, the pro-
capaclty

cedure position-Fi,redClose(u) selects arcs to be fixed-closed proportionally to their

ratio H#. Procedure s pos'it'ion-FùredOpen(u) andpos'it'ion-Fi,red,Close(u) are
capaclry

described respectively in Figures 5.I and 5.2.

p o si,ti on - F i, r e dO p en (r n)

Input: rn is a random number obtained from a uniform function

Output: the arc that occupies the sub-interval where rn falls.

Letr¡ be the ratio H# of arc 7 and A : max{rj};capaclry

Lets¡ - R-r¡,7:Dias¡;

Normalize the values of s¡: s'r: fi. Therefore fþ, t'j: l;

Each arc 7 occupies s', x I00Yo of the interval [0, 1];

If rn falls in the sub-interval of s'¡, the arc 7 is chosen to be fixed-open. That is,

arc j is returned.

Figure 5. 1 : Procedure po s'iti,on -F ir edO pen(rn)
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Figure 5. 2 : Procedure p o s'it'i on -F i,r edC I o s e(r n)

The solution space X¿ associated to the network design problem at level i is obvi-

ously a subset of X0, the solution space of the original network design problem. How-

ever, though n¿ 1 n¿-1, the set of fixed-open arcs at level z is not a subset of the fixed-

open arcs at level i - 1. Similarly, the set of fixed-closed arcs at level ¿ is not a subset of

the fixed-closed arcs at level i - L. Consequently, the relation X¿ C X¿4 C ... C Xr C

X¡ is not directly satisfied using the above coarsening strategy. Interaction operators are

designed to address this problem.

5.2 Interaction operators

We are using three interation operators in our multilevel cooperative search algorithm:

re-coarsening, interpolation and reverse interpolation.
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p o s'iti, on - F i, r edC I o s e (r n)

Input: rn is a random number created by uniform function

Output: the arc that occupies the sub-interval where rn falls.

Let r¡ be the ratio H# of arc 7 and Sum =Di:rr¡,J CApAcIÍy

Let s/.= =r¿-. Therefore )-? , s'. : l:J JUTN ¿J_I J

Each arc 7 occupies s', x 1007o of the interval [0, 1];

If rn falls in the sub-interval of sl, the arc j is chosen to be fixed-closed. That is,

arc.i is returned.
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5.2.L Re-coarsening operator

The purpose of the re-coarsening operation is to redefine the set of arcs with a fixed

status at a given level i. These changes are based on a set of promising solutions at level

e - 1 identified by the exploration of the solution space at that level. The re-coarsening

operator then uses the content of frequency memory %-r (defined in Section 5.1.I.2)to

decide which design aÍc at level z will have a fixed status.

The re-coarsening operator sorts the frequency memory V-t in decreasing order.

The fixed status of arcs at level i is changed based on the arcs with the highest fre-

quency or the lowest frequency in V-t. The re-coarsening operator uses the numbers

NbFi,redOpen and NbFiredClose associated to level z to set the number of arcs that

should have a status fixed-closed or fixed-open. Entries of B[k] indicate the arc B[k] has

the k-th highest frequency. At the end of the re-coarsening procedure, after resetting the

fixed status of arcs at level z using the frequency memory 7o-1, this frequency memory

V-tis clea¡ed and will be updated during the following cycle-based tabu search at level

i-L.

In the re-coarsening operator, the way to select arcs to be fixed is similar to the

frequency method of the coarsening phase (Algorithm 3). The only difference is that

the frequency method obtained the fixed status of arcs of level z using the frequency

memory V¿ generated at the current level ¿, while the re-coarsening operator uses the

frequency memory V¿ at lower level z - 1.

5.2.2 Interpolation operator

The interpolation operation is initiated at level z by requesting an elite solution

Eli.teSolut'ionG¿¡1from level i + I. This elite solution come from an elite set gen-

erated by the cycle-based tabu search at level i + 1. Eli.teSoluti,onG¿¡l should be the
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best elite solution which had never been sent down from level z -l 1 to level z yet. If all

the solutions in the current elite set at level z * t have already been sent to level z, then

the earliest one ever sent by level z * 1 is resent to level e.

The status of arcs in solutions obtained from level e * 1 might conflict with the

fixed status of some arcs at level ¿. There are two cases to consider. One is when an

elite solution at level z + 1 with arc jt opened is not a feasible solution in the restricted

solution space of level z where arc 7 is set as fixed-closed. In this case, we resolve the

conflict by removing the fixed status of the conflicting aÍc at level ¿, i.e., we modify

the fixed status of arc 7 from fixed-closed to undermined. In the second case, arc 7 in

Eli.teS olut'ionG ¿¡1is closed and arc 7 is fixed-open at level i. This case is not a problem

because a fixed-open arc j may be closed during the trim phase which closes opened

arcs with no flow after solving the CMCF problem using CPLEX. After modifying the

fixed status of arcs at level z according to the elite solution from level i * 1, we have

a new network design problem at level ¿. The solution space of this new problem now

includes El'iteSolut'ionG¿¡ as a feasible solution. This elite solution becomes the

initial solution of the cycle-based tabu search of level ¿.

Figure 5.3 describes the interpolation operator. The fixed status Y¿ljl of a fixed-

closed arc j at level z is changed to be undetermined (Yljl : Undetermi,ned) if arc

7 is open in Eli,teSolut'ionG¿¡1. This is to make sure that the search in level z can

proceed freely in the region identified by ELiteSoluti.onG¿¡1. Then, the elite solution

Eli.teSolutionG¿a1is used as the initial solution of the cycle-based tabu search at level

¿. Removing the fixed status of arcs at a given level increases the size of the solution

space at level ¿. This also increases the number of available moves (cycles) in the neigh-

borhood of solutions ai level ?.
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I nter pol ation(Y+r, E lite S etG ¿¡1)

Input: Y¿ is the fixing status of arcs in level ¿

EIi.teSetG¿11 is the elite set of level z * 1

Output: Y¿

Get an elite solution Eli,teSoluti,ouG¿¡1in the elite set EIiteSetG¿..1 from level z + 1;

for(7:I;j<n;j-f+)
if (YUl == FixedClose AND Eli.teSolut'ionG¿a1þ] == open)

Yli):= Undetermined;

Set EtiteSolut'ionG¿¡1 to be the initial solution of tabu search process in level z;

Figure 5.3: Interpolation operator

5.2.3 Reverse interpolation operator

The reverse interpolation operator is similar to the interpolation operator except that

elite solutions are propagated up from level ¿ - 1 to level i. As for the interpolation

operator, the reverse interpolation operation is initiated at level z by requesting an elite

solution from level i - L This elite solution should be the best elite solution never yet

sent up from level i - 1 to level z. If all the solutions in the current elite set at level z - 1

have already all been sent to level i, then the earliest one ever sent by level e - 1 is resent

to level ¿. Conflicting status between arcs from elite solutions and fixed status at level z

are handled in the similar manner as for the interpolation operator. Figure 5.4 describes

the reverse interpolation operator.
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Reu er s e I nterpol at'ion(Yo- r, E li.te S oluti,on¿-1)

Input: Y¿ is arc fixed status of level z

EliteSetG¿-1 is the elite set of level i - 1

Output: Y¿

Get an elite solution Eli,teSolut'ionG¿-1in ELiteSetG¿t from level ¿ - 1

for(7:I;i<n;j**)
if (YUl == FixedClose and Eli,teSolut'ionG¿-tljl :: open)

YUI = Undetermined;

Set Eli,teSoluti,onG¿-1 to be the initial solution of tabu search process in level i;

Figure 5.4: Reverse interpolation operator

5.3 Modified cycle-based tabu search

The fixed status of decision variables impacts the neighborhood of the cycle-based tabu

search method, particularly those arcs with a fixed-closed status. Remember that the

neighborhood of the current solution in the cycle-based tabu search method is composed

of cycles on which flow can be deviated from one path to another one. If any of the two

paths in a cycle contains an arc with a fixed-closed status, then flow cannot be deviated in

this cycle, the corresponding cycle cannot be used to generate a neighbor to the current

solution. Due to the fixed status of some decision variables, we have adapted the cycle-

based tabu search procedure such that these cycles are not computed.
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AI gorithm 4 Modifi edCycleB asedTabu (C ur r ent S olut'i onG ¿, E li,te S etG ¿)

Input: C urr ent S olutionG ¿

Eli.teSetG¿

i is the index of levels

Output: B estS olutionC ost¡

G et C ur r ent S olut'i onC o st ¿ and B e st S ol ut'i onC o st ¿;

while (a stopping criterion is not satisfied)

l. foreacharcj

if VUI: FiæedClose
Delete arc j from the network;

2. Determine f (y) and C for the current solution y;

3. foreach? € f(t)
Compute the -yresidual network;

Determine C(1);

for each arc j e C(1)
Find the associated "low cost" cycle by using the network optimization proce-
dure;

Find the lowest cost cycle over all j e C(1),7 € f (9);

4. Move to the new solution by opening or closing corresponding arcs;

5. Evaluate the solution value of the new solution by solving the associated CMCF problem
using CPLEX;

6. Trim, i.e., close opened arcs with no flow;

7. Set the tabu status to each complemented arc;

8. if the solution is not feasible

Execute a restorat'ion phase;

f. ifthe current level is level 0 or level 1

n t < IntensGap)

Perform an i,nt en si, f i,cat'ion phase;

10. if C ur r ent S oluti onC o st ¿ 1 W or st E lit e S oluti onC o st ¿ in E li.te S etG ¿

Replace W or st E I it e S oI uti onG ¿ in E I it e S et G ¿ by C ur r ent S ol uti onG ¿;

tr.ir"""""t""'Hzfi:;r:ni¿:";Y,#;::-E::rí'"tn"""""t'lFrequencsGap

Update the frequency memory V¿;

12. if C urr ent S oluti onC o st ¿ 1 B e st S olut'ionC o st ¿

B e st S oLutionG ¿ :: C urr ent S oLut'ionG ¿;
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The modified cycle-based tabu search is described in Algorithm 5.3. Before initiat-

ing a search with the cycle-based tabu search, arcs with fixed-closed status are removed

from the data structure CurcentSolut'ionG¿ which stores the coarsened network design

at level z (see line 1 in Algorithm 5.3). Fixed-closed arcs are removed by setting their

capacities to 0 such that those fixed-closed arcs don't have capacity to deviate flow with

a value 7. In line 3, C(l) is the set of arcs capable to deviate flow a value 7. Cycles are

computed for each arc in C(7). Eliminating fixed-closed arcs from the network design

reduces the cardinality of C(1) and speeds up computation of the neighborhood of most

solutions visited by the tabu search procedure. Notice that eliminating arcs also helps

to speed-up the computation of the 7-residual network, which is why we have empha-

sized this step in the modified cycle-based algorithm. In addition, we know that in the

7-residual network, there are at most two arcs (i, j)* and (7, i)- which can replace each

arc in the current network. Arc (e, j)+ means to add J more flows on arc (i,7) while arc

(j,i,)- means to remove 7 flows on arc (2, j). Hence, since fixed-open arcs can not be

closed in the cycle-based tabu search, in the 7-residual network, we eliminate (7, i)- on

the 7-residual network rf arc (i,,7) is fixed-open such that arc (i, j) can not be closed.

In our multilevel cooperative search algorithm, the intensification phases of the

cycle-based tabu search procedure are only performed at levels 0 and 1. The if state-

ment on line 9 in Algorithm 5.3 enforces this condition. The main purpose of the

intensification phase is to refine the search in promising regions of the solution space.

We thought the computational cost of these intensification phases was not worthy when

the exploration of the solution space mainly aims at discovering promising regions of

the solution space. This is often the case when searching the solution space of coarsened

problem instances. For coarsened instances, good solutions may be left out, therefore

multilevel cooperative search use them to guide the search in less coarsened problem

instances.
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The interaction operators are based on elite solutions and frequency memories. In-

formation stored in the frequency memories and elite sets is collected during the search

performed by the cycle-based tabu search. Thus, we add steps 10 and 11 to the cycle-

based tabu search procedure to collect information. In step 10, the modified cycle-based

tabu search stores elite solutions by replacing the worst elite solution in the elite set

Eli,teSetG¿ by the current solution if the current solution is better than this worst elite

solution in the elite set. Step 11 describes the update of the frequency memory %. This

update is performed once the current solution is better than the worst solution in the elite

sel Eli.teSetG¿ or close to it by a predefined percentage FreqencgGap.

5.4 Multilevel cooperative tabu search algorithm (MCTS)

In this section we describe how the coarsening phase, the interaction operators and mod-

ified cycle-based tabu search combine together to form the Multilevel Cooperative Tabu

Search (MCTS) algorithm. MCTS is a parallel search algorithm, therefore, a MCTS

program first reads the graph description of original network design problem instance

and then spawns a number of processes equal to the number of levels. Each process

z (level i), as shown in Algorithm 5.4, computes an initial solution D¿by solving the

CMCF problem with all arcs opened. This initial solution D¿ is placed into the elite set

Eli,teSetG¿. Next, each process e performs its coarsening phase based on the original

network design problem instance. The number of arcs that get a fixed status depends on

level ¿. Then, the frequency memory % is initializedby having each entry set to 0.

The while loop of each process ¿ controls the interaction operators and the modified

cycle-based tabu search procedure. It first calls the cycle-based tabu search procedure

(line 5(a)). This procedure is run for a pre-defined number of iterations. In the first iter-

ation of the while loop, the modified cycle-based tabu search procedure generates a set
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of elite solutions and a frequency memory for the process at level i. Subsequently, for

the other iterations of the while loop, the modified cycle-based tabu search procedure

updates these two data structures. Once the modified cycle-based tabu search procedure

has completed a pre-defined number of iterations, it returns control to process z, where

the interpolation operator is initiated if level ¿ is not the highest (line 5(b)). The inter-

polation operator brings to level z an elite solution from level i + 1. On line 5(c), the

elite solution from level ¿ -l 1 is used to restart the modified cycle-based tabu search in

a region of the solution space specified by the elite solution. The solution from level

i * 1 is an elite solution, the region of the solution space identified by this solution is

likely to contain good solutions. This is why a new sequence of tabu search iterations is

performed after the interpolation.

On line 5(d), the re-coarsening operator is applied. As the search in the solution

space proceeds at each level, better solutions are found about the original problem in-

stance. The number of times arcs are found opened or closed in those good solutions

is recorded in the frequency memory of each level. Based on the frequency memory of

level ¿ - 1, re-coarsening operator redefines the coarsening at level ¿ by changing the

set of arcs with a fixed status at level ¿. Arcs that have been often opened in promising

solutions at level ¿ - 1 become fixed-open at level z through the re-coarsening operator.

On the other hand, arcs frequently closed in promising solutions at level i - 1 become

fixed-closed at level i. Having arcs fixed-closed at level i is equivalent to remove them

from network designs while those that are fixed-open appear in all network designs of

level ¿. Therefore, re-coarsening defines new network design problem instances. These

problem instances have some decision variables already set-up with the likely values

they will have in good solutions of the original problem instance. In this way, a search

at level i, after re-coarsening is likely to be the exploration of good regions of the so-

lution space of the original problem. Therefore, following the re-coarsening operation,
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a sequence of cycle-based tabu search iterations is performed (line 5(e)) on this new

problem instance.

The last step of the while loop is a call to the reverse interpolation operator (line

5(Ð). The while loop iterates until the stopping criterion is satisfied. The stopping

criterion is based on the number of iterations executed by the modified cycle-based tabu

search procedure. Each time the cycle-based procedure is called, we add the number of

iterations executed. Once a a predefined total number of the modified cycle-based tabu

iterations is reached, process i returns its best solution to the master program. Once each

process has returned, the MCTS algorithm is terminated.

Note that each process actives interaction operators once it finished its own fixed

number of iterations of cycle-based tabu search. That is, the process are not synchro-

nized with each other.
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Algorithm 5 Process¿ of MCTS (network, L)

Input: network is a directed graph;

.L is the number of levels;

Output: the cost of the best design.

1. Generate a initial network design D¿ by solving the CMCF problem with all arcs
opened;

2. D¿ - Eli,teSetG¿;

3. Coa¡sen the network to generate the fixing status Y¿;

4. Initialize the frequency memory V with each entry 0;

5. while (Stop criterion is not satisfied) // main loop

(a) Modif i.edCycleBasedTabu(D¿, EliteSetG¿): // anmodified cycle-based tabu
sea¡ch

(b) if (? + L - 1) // interpolation operator

Get EliteSolutionG¿¡1 from Eli,teSetG¿¡y at level i * 1;

Update the fixed status %;
D¿ :: ELi,teS oluti.onG¿¡1;

(c) Mod,if i,edCycleBasedTabu(D¿, EliteSetG¿); // anmodified cycle-based tabu
sea¡ch

(d) if (? + 0) ll re-coarsening operator

Get the frequency memory V¿-1 from level i - 1 and sort it in decreasing
order;
Set the first NbFixedOpen vectors to be fixed-open and the last NbFixed-
Close vectors to be fixed-close;
Clear the frequency memory V¿-i;

(e) Modi.fi.edCycleBasedTabu(D¿,Eli.teSetG¿);llanmodifiedcycle-basedtabu
search

(Ð if (? + 0) ll reverse interpolation operator

Get EtitSoluti.onG¿-1 from Eli,teSetG¿-t at level z - 1;

Update the fixed status %;
D¿ :: ELiteS oluti,onG¿-1;

6. Output BestSolutionCost¿;



Chapter 6

Performance Analysis of MCTS

In this chapter we describe how the different parameters of our algorithm have been cal-

ibrated, our experimental setting and the tests that have been conducted to validate this

algorithm. We conclude with an interpretation of the experimental results and a qual-

itative analysis of the search behavior of the algorithm. The latest analysis illustrates

furthermore how our algorithm works by focusing on aspects of the search behavior

influenced by coarsening and the interaction operators. This analysis identifies poten-

tial improvements in the design of the algorithm and in the fine tuning of the search

parameters in order to improve the performance of the heuristic.

6.1 Calibration phase

Like any other search heuristic, some parameters of our multilevel algorithm had to be

calibrated using tests. We have chosen eight problem instances to realize the calibra-

tion tests. The choices have been made mainly considering the size of each problem

instance, i.e. the number of nodes, arcs and commodities. The size of problem in-
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stances is one key factor determining the values associated to search parameters. We

have chosen eight problem instances which are neither too large nor too small. They are

all with 20 nodes, 300 design arcs, different number of commodities (40 and 200) and

various combinations of ratios of fixed cost to routing cost and capacity to demand. The

following parameters were calibrated using these problem instances:

1. Number of levels;

2. Coarsening factors, that is, the size of the fixed-open and fixed-closed arcs at each

level;

3. Number of tabu iterations between activations of the interaction operators;

4. Dimension of the elite solutions set;

5. Conditions for updating of the frequency memory;

6. Selection of initial arcs to be fixed.

In order to limit the effort spent on calibration, we restrict the tested values for each

parameter by a careful reasoning about which values are the most appropriated. Dur-

ing the calibration phase, each calibrated parameter is tested using this restricted set of

values while keeping all the other calibrated parameters constant. The calibration phase

ended by selecting a unique combination of values for all parameters which provides

the best solutions on the largest number of problem instances. This single set of values

is used during the experimentation phase.

6.1.1 Number of levels and coarsening factors

The coarsening factors set the number of fixed arcs at each level. The coarsening factors

and the number of levels are two closely related parameters. On the one hand, alarge
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number of levels increases the degree of parallelism and, potentially, the performance

of the global search. On the other hand, when coarsening factors increase substantially

from one level to the next, the corresponding dimension of the solution space tends

to decrease rapidly. Consequently, a high number of levels comes at the cost of low

coarsening factor values, which yield small sets of fixing decision variables (blocks).

After interacted with adjacent levels, small blocks would conduct low impact on the

design. This is the behavior which should be avoided. A compromise between large

coarsening factor values and a high number of levels must therefore be established.

This compromise is particularly difficult to find for most CMND problems of in-

terest, where the planned capacity is relatively tight with respect to the total demand

(problem instances with almost no slack capacity or, at the other extreme, with almost

unlimited capacity are significantly easier to solve). For such problems, increasing the

number of fixed-closed variables rapidly yields infeasible instances. Moreover, this

characteristic is independent of problem dimensions, which contrasts to other combi-

natorial problems, such as graph partitioning, where increasing the number of decision

variables generally permits to increase the number of levels and the values of the coars-

ening factors. We decided therefore to fix the number of levels for all problem instances

based on the number of design decision variables in the smallest problem instances

tested (100 arcs). Experimentally, eight levels appeared as the maximum level of paral-

lelism we could achieve for those instances and this number was used for all calibration

and experimentation activities.

To calibrate the coarsening factors, one must consider the fact that fixed-open and

fixed-closed arcs do not have the same impact on the exploration of the solution space.

During the neighborhood exploration performed by the cycle-based tabu search, cycles

that contain fixed-closed arcs are automatically eliminated. On the other hand, a cycle

with fixed-open arcs may generate a move if this move does not involve changes to the
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PROB 47o 67o 97o

c4l(20,300,40,vL)

c42(20,300,40,F,L)

c43(20,300,40,v,T)

c44(20,300,40,F,T)

c45(20,300,200,v,L)

c46(20,300,200,F,L)

c47(20,300,200,vr)

c48(20,300,200,F,T)

429398

592261

466550

608621

80619

121806

79420.1

t13566

430T44

601 83 I

466162

6t5209

78173

t19nl
79045

rt1966

430205

601636

466016

6t563r

77653

t206t5

17906

I 10869

Table 6.1: Calibration of coarsening factors

status of the fixed-open arcs in the cycle. In other words, a fixed-closed status impacts

in a more stringent manner the exploration of the solution space than the fixed-open

status. Consequently, we considered smaller block sizes for fixed-closed arcs. We tested

increasing the total number of fixed arcs per level by 4Vo,67o, and9Vo, respectively, and

coarsening factors with a ratio 1/3 for the fixed-close d and 2 I 3 for the fixed-open blocks,

respectively. A coarsening factor of 9Vo per level, with 3Vo of the arcs fixed closed and

67o of the arcs f,xed open, offered the best results for the calibration tests. Results of

testing are displayed in Table 6.1.

6.1.2 Number of tabu iterations between activations of the interac-

tion operators

In Algorithm 5.4 of Chapter 5, we run the modified cycle-based tabu search procedure

between each activation of the interaction operators. The purpose is to explore a new

solution space obtained by re-coarsening or to re-initialize search in a region of the cur-
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rent solution space identified by a solution from an adjacent level. The number of tabu

search iterations between activations of the interaction operators impacts on how deeply

each run of the tabu search procedure explores one region of the solution space. This

also has an impact on the number of times the interaction operators are activated for

each run of MCTS. Indeed, the stopping criterion of MCTS is the total number of itera-

tions by the cycle-based tabu search procedure. Therefore, the number of tabu iterations

between activations of the interaction operators determines how frequently search at a

given level is influenced by adjacent levels. A large value for this parameter induces

thorough explorations of specific regions of the solution space. On the other hand, be-

cause of the fewer interactions among search threads, alarge number of tabu iterations

reduces the capacity of the cooperative search to guide explorations to promising regions

of the solution space with help from other levels.

For this multilevel cooperative algorithm, we have adopted a simple strategy which

consists to run the tabu search procedure for the same fixed number of iterations at each

level and for the whole duration of the MCTS computation. We tested the values 5, 10,

20, and 50 for the fixed number of iterations. Results are displayed in Table 6.2, 5 out of

8 problems got better results with value 20. The value 20 has been selected and applied

for the whole set of tests in the experimentation phase.

6.1.3 Dimension of the elite solution set

The calibration tests indicated that, in general, differences in the cardinality of the elite

solution sets did not impact significantly the solution performance. It also appeared,

however, that this cardinality should not be "too high" and that using elite sets that in-

clude several solutions dominates elite sets of size one. The rational seems to be the

following. When single-elite-solution sets are used, the elite set would be updated sig-
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PROB 5 t0 20 50

c4l(20,300,40,v,L)

c42(20,300,40,F,L)

c43(20,300,40,vT)

c44(20,300,40,F,T)

c45(20,300,200,vL)

c46(20,300,200,F,L)

c47(20,300,200,v,T)

c48(20,300,200,F,T)

429398

601006

465118

6t9749

80657.5

r23t48

79993.5

1 1 8536

429486

60027r

4675r2

61s250

80165.1

124830

19656.5

1t3486

429398

592267

466550

608621

80619

r2r806

19420.7

r13566

430049

597591

464659

608938

80964.3

r2340

80703

114010

Table 6.2: Callbration of the number of iterations between interaction operators

nificantly less frequently than when larger sets are used. Consequently, the interpolation

and reverse interpolation operators would tend to send the same solution to neighbor

levels. On the other hand, large elite sets might contain low-quality solutions which,

when transmitted to neighboring levels, would send the exploration at those level astray.

A cardinality of 4 for the elite sets appeared a reasonable compromise.

6.I.4 Updating the frequency memory

The goal of the frequency vectors is to accumulate information about the status of de-

cision variables in good solutions. Similarly to the elite set cardinality calibration, a

compromise must also be reached in this case. Restricting "good" solutions to those

that are very close (less than 57o, say) to the overall best solution enforces the elite

characteristic of the frequency vector, but yields procedures where applications of the

re-coarsening operator have little impact on coarsening. On the other hand, the update

of the frequency vectors based on "poor"-quality solutions implies driving the search
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(through the re-coarsening operator) into possibly uninteresting regions of the solution

space. A maximum value of 5Vo less than the cost of the worst solution in the elite set

at the corresponding level gave the best performance.

6.1.5 Selecting fixed arcs

We tested the two methods described in Chapter 5 for selecting, during the coarsening

phase, arcs which are given a fixed status. The approach based on the frequency memory

appeared superior to that based on the FC ratio as shown in Table 6.3. In the frequency-

memory approach, the initial coarsening takes place once the cycle-based tabu search

has failed to improve the best known solution for a number of iterations. We tested

values of 20,50, and 100 for this parameter and a value of 100 performed best as shown

in Table 6.4. We impose, however, a limit (fixed at 200) for the maximum number

of iterations the search at each level may run in independent mode. Consequently, a

level switches to cooperation mode either when it has failed to improve its best solution

during the last 100 iterations or when it has reached the 20O-iteration limit.

6.2 Experimentationphase

In this experimentation phase, we compare the solutions obtained by our search heuristic

with the solutions obtained by the other best known search heuristics for the CMND

problem. The two other heuristics are the cycle-based tabu search method [12] and the

path relinking algorithm [13]. We run all three heuristics on the same set of benchmark

problems and compare the quality of the solutions obtained by each of them.

Our algorithm has been coded in C++. Our tests have been conducted on a Sun

Enterprise 10000 with 64 400MHz processors with 64 Gigabyte RAM. The parallel
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Table 6.3: Calibration of selection of initial arcs to be fixed

PROB 20 50 100

c4l(20,300,40,v,L)

c42(20,300,40,RL)

c43(20,300,40,vr)

c44(20,300,40,RT)

c45(20,300,200,vL)

c46(20,300,200,F,L)

c47(20,300,200,v,T)

c48(20,300,200,F,T)

429837

601031

46606r

611599

18473

12t463

79026

I144T6

432068

59767

466580

614890

78943

121700

79414

t12657

430205

601636

466076

61563r

11653

t206r5

71906

I 10869

"77

PROB FC Mersoo FnequeNcY METHoD

c4l(20,300,40,v,L)

c42(20,300,40,F,L)

c43(20,300,40,vT)

c44(20,300,40,F,T)

c45(20,300,200,v,L)

c46(20,300,200,F,L)

c41(20,300,200,v,T)

c48(20,300,200,F,T)

432080

601973

466613

618040

79566.83

124438

18990

1t3430

429837

597r31

4661t5

6t0139

11839.8

r2r242

78797.5

109s90

Tâble 6.4: Number of iterations failed to improve the best known solution
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programming model for the multilevel procedure is implemented using Pthreads un-

der Solaris 2.7 . The exact evaluation of the capacitated multicommodity network flow

problem is performed using the linear programming solver CPLEX version 7.5.

The set of benchmark problems are problem instances used by Ghamlouche, Crainic,

and Gendreau ll2l. They have various sizes up to 700 arcs and 400 commodities. These

problem instances are generally transshipment networks with no parallel arcs. Each

commodity corresponds to a single origin-destination pair. On each arc, routing costs

are the same for all commodities. Problem instances have been generated to provide a

variety of ratios of f,xed cost to routing cost and ratios of capacity to demand. A detailed

description of problem instances is given by Crainic, Frangioni and Gendron [5, 10, 11].

Table 6.5 shows results of the computational experiments. Each problem instance

is identified by a number, together with its characteization in terms of the number of

nodes, arcs and commodities, as well as representations of fixed cost and capacity type.

Compared to the routing cost, a relatively high or low fixed cost is symbolized by the

letter F or V. Compared to the total demand, letters T and L indicate the problem is

tightly or loosely capacitated. Columns TC and AV.TC report respectively the best and

average results out of 3 repetitions of executing the cycle-based tabu search method with

400 iterations [12]. Columns PR and AV.PR report the best and average results found

by the path relinking approach [13] with 3 runs. Columns MLEVEL and AV.MLEVEL

report the best and average results with three times of executions of the MCTS algorithm

with 600 iterations (among them, 200 iterations are used for coarsening). All these

results are run in the same computing environment.
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AV. TC AV, PR MLEVEL AV. MLEVÊL

cl(25,100,10,vL) t4'il2

c2(25,100,10.F.L\ t4941

c3(25,100,1O,F,T) 50529

c4(25,r00,30,vT) 365385

c5(25,r00,30,F,L) 37515

c6(25,100,30,Rr) s732s

c7(100,400,10,vL) 28186

c8(100,400,1O,F,L) 24022

c9(100,400,i0,4r) 6'1t84

ci0(r00,400,30,YT) 385s08

cr l( 100,400,30,RL) 51831

ci2(100,400,30,F,T) 141t93

c33(20,230,40,V,L) 430628

c35(20,230,40,RT) 6521ts

c36(20,230,40,V,T) 3'12522

c31(20,230,200,V,L) 10000r

c38(20,230,200,F,L) 148066

c39(20,230,200,V;1) 106868

c40(20,230,200,RT) t4t2t2

c4l(20,300,40,v,L) 432007

c42(20,300,40,F,L) 602180

c4320,300,40,YT) 466n5

c44(20,300,40,F,T) 6ts426

c45(20,300,200,v,L) 8t367

c46(20,300,200,F,L) t22262

c47(20,300,200,vT) 80344

c48(20,300,200,RT) tt3947

c49(30,s20,100,vL) 56603

c50(30,s20,100,F,L) t036s7

c5r(30,s20,100,vT) s44s4

cs2(30,520,100,F,T) l0sl30

cs3(30,s20,400,v,L) 122673

cs4(30,520,400,F,L) t64t40

c5s(30,520,400,YT) t226ss

cs6(30,s20,400,F,T) 169s08

cs7(30,700,100,YL) 50Ml

cs8(30,700,100,F,L) 64581

c59(30,700,100,YT) 48u6

c60(30,700,100,F,r) s7628

c6l(30,700,400,vL) r07'727

c62(30,700,400,RL) 1s0256

c63(30,700,400,vT) 10t749

c64(30,700,400.nr) 144852

14'712 t4769.33 t4112 t47t2

t494t t4941 15081.33 14941

49899 50619.61 50t54 4993'l

36s385 365385 365385 36538s

37654 38672.33 3'77M 31607

86428 88095.33 86492.33 86461.3

28485 28836.67 28529 28486

24022 24022 24022 24022

65278 67316.33 6ss39.33 6554'7

384926 385512.6'7 385181.67 385280

51325 52t76.33 st875.61 s0456

141359 t4'74'78 t43403.67 14s292

424385 430168j3 424'789.67 426294

64s548 657803.61 6463'18.67 646227

37181 1 372888 312t62.33 37141s

100404 10r481.33 r01469.33 98s82

141988 148975 l5l3s2 143150

r04689 107s89.33 105598.67 101860

t47554 t47868 14804433 l4l 188

429398 432168.33 429523.6'7 429459

s9M27 6M012.67 594590.61 593s44

464s09 466546.33 464822.67 464509

609990 616859.67 609995.33 6t2162

78184 82t86.67 7909s.33 t'149s

t23484 123247.67 124924.6'7 t20964

78866.80 80124 79212.27 17251

113584 15342 t14632.33 I t0418

549M 56722 55043.6'7 s4892j

t02054 t052'16.33 1M22233 99817

53017 54531 532t2 53431

106130 107885.33 tO75'15 tO2477

tt94t6 t23277.33 119624 I 15671

t63112 165458 163317 156363

t20t10 1232t0.33 120764.33 I18850

t636'75 170301.33 16492t.33 1601 15

48723 50098.33 48894.33 481s0

63091 64802.61 63436.33 62243

47209 48249.67 47288.33 472st

56575.50 581 I r.33 56808.83 56910

1051 l6 108459.33 105403.33 t02299

14s026 150909 147887.33 t4t2s4

101212 103112.33 t021t9.33 99t94.9

l4l0r3 t46705 14t446.61 136350

t47 t2

t494t

50281-33

36s385

31986.33

86643. l

285t3.6'7

24022

66047.6',1

385289.33

st824.67

t45625.33

426814.61

649620.67

31 t7 54

98727.67

144453-33

l0r 938.33

143173.67

4296r0.33

59s390

465551.6'7

6l s0l4

18093.17

t2t493

11739.33

11t440.67

55216.83

100374.67

s3460

103868.33

tt6t97.33

156450.33

n9795.6't

160736.33

48809.33

63\M.33

41392.67

57 t06

t02946.67

143065

9948t.77

137660.61

Table 6.5: Computational results
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6.2.L Result analysis

Experimental results indicate that the MCTS algorithm outperforms the cycle-based tabu

search method for almost all problem instances. Observing the columns MLEVEL and

TC, out of 43 problem instances, the MCTS algorithm displays a worse solution for

only one problem instance. For all the other problem instances, the MCTS algorithm

provide solutions better than or equal to ones using the cycle-based tabu search method.

In columns AV.MLEVEL and AV.TC reporting the average best solution out of 3 runs,

for all the problem instances, the MCTS algorithm obtained solutions superior to the

solutions obtained by the cycle-based tabu search algorithm.

Compared to the path relinking algorithm, the best current meta-heuristic for the

CMND, theMCTS methoddisplays very competitiveresults. Results in columns MLEVEL

and PR show that out of 43 problem instances, solutions of 28 problems identified by

the MCTS method are better than or equal to those obtained by path relinking. Columns

AV.MLEVEL and AV.PR illustrate that improved solutions of 27 problems identified

by the multilevel method are found compared to solutions identified by path relinking.

Among problem instances with a large number of commodities (200 and 400), MCTS

is even more impressive. Results have proved that, among 16 problem instances with co-

modities 200 and 400, all solutions identified by the MCTS method are better than those

identifed by both the cycle-based tabu search algorithm and path relinking no matter for

the best solution comparasion or the average best solution comparison. Problems with a

large number of commodities are usually more difficult to solve due to the competition

of limited capacities for all commodities. The fact that MCTS performs better for these

problem instances is quite significant. Search heuristics tend to reach a ceiling in terms

of the quality of the approximations they can get or the size of the problems they can

solved efficiently. Beyond this ceiling, increasing substantially the computational time
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have only a marginal impact in terms of improving the quality of the solution. One has

to wait for a new heuristic method to go beyond that ceiling, MCTS could be the new

heuristic method that will allow to solve more difficult CMND problems.

The multilevel method is less impressive on problem instances Cl to Ci2. These

performances are caused by the large number of infeasible solutions experienced by the

multilevel procedures for this sequence of problem instances. We observe the follow-

ings: the total number of solutions visited by the 8 levels is 8 x 600 : 4800. The ratio

of infeasible solutions for the multilevel search is C2 = 62T0, C3 = 68To, C6 = 34Yo,

C8 = 8I%, C9 = 70% and Cl2 = 45T0. In comparison, the ratio of infeasible solutions

is C3 = 7To and ClZ = 2270 for the parallel independent search method. Clearly, the

ratio of infeasible solutions is much higher for the multilevel method than parallel in-

dependent search, consequently much higher than for the sequential cycle-based tabu

search method. For problem instances C2, C3, C8 and C9, the number of infeasible

solutions is almost the same at all levels while there are more infeasible solutions at

higher levels for problem instances C6 and C12. For all the above problem instances,

the density of infeasible solutions for the multilevel method increases with the number

of iterations. By comparing the ratios above, one can also observe that when all problem

parameters are identical except for the number of commodities (C3, C6), an increase in

the number of commodities reduces the number of infeasible solutions (C3 = 68Yo and

C6 = 34%). When the number of commodities is the same (C2, C3, C8 and C9 have

10 commodities), the ratio of infeasible solutions is larger when the number of arcs is

larger (C2, C3 have 100 arcs and C8 and C9 have 400 arcs). This behavior has also

been observed for problems with 30 commodities (C6 andClZ), C6 with 100 has fewer

infeasible solutions than ClZ with 400 arcs.

For problem instances larger than C1 to ClZ, the situation regarding infeasible solu-

tions substantially improves. For example, C33 = 8%, C35 = 1L%, C36 = 24T0, C4l =
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I0%, C43 = 27%0, C44 = 20%. But this ratio is still higher then the number of infeasible

solutions for independent search. For independent search and problem instance C44,

we have approximated this ratio by multiplying by 8 the number of infeasible solutions

of the sequential cycle-based tabu search on 600 iterations. The ratio for C44 is 3%.

For these problem instances, there seems to be some dividing line between problems

instances with tight capacity (C35, C36, C43 and C44) and those loose capacity on the

links. The number of infeasible solutions is greater when the capacities are tight. For

all these problem instances, the number of infeasible solutions is larger at levels 0 and

1. Finally, for really large problems, such 520 or 700 arcs instances, and 100 or 400

commodities, the number of infeasible solutions tends to be the same as for parallel in-

dependent search. This ratio is smaller than lTo for both C56 and C61 in multilevel and

has been approximated to be about the same ratio for parallel independent search.

The interpretation of these observations goes along the following lines. There are

some coffelations between the size of the problem instance and the number of infeasible

solutions even for the sequential tabu search method. For smaller problem instances

such as Cl to Cl2, we suspect that calibration, in particular calibration of the number

of levels and the coarsening factors, almost certainly worsen the situation regarding

infeasible solutions. No doubt that the stringent coarsening factors of our calibration

as well as the number of levels play also a major factor for the occurrence of infeasible

solutions. Fixing arcs, particularly fixed-closed arcs, reduces the search space and hence

increases the likelihood of moves including artificial arcs. Hence, when high coarsening

factors are used, e.g., for higher levels, the search space becomes very constrained and

many moves produce infeasible solutions.
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6.2.2 Search behavior analysis

'We have designed MCTS by adapting the coarsening and refinement phases of multi-

level cooperative search to the CMND problem. This MCTS algorithm is mainly a proof

that multilevel cooperative search paradigm can be a successful approach for the CMND

problem. The experimental results show this is indeed a promising approach in compar-

ison with other heuristics for the CMND problem. To improve the design of MCTS and

to make it more efficient, we proceed to analyze the search behavior of MCTS. This

analysis will help to illustrate the algorithm described in Chapter 5. It will also initiate

the fine tuning work of MCTS by showing how coarsening and interaction operators can

be used more efficiently or better adapted to the CMND problem.

We illustrate this analysis by charting the evolution of the parallel search for 3 rep-

resentative problem instances. Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 display the evolution of the best

solution value at each of the 8 levels of problem instance C45, C56 and C61 for 600

iterations of the tabu search method. For comparison purposes, Figure 6.2 displays the

same evolution results for a parallel independent algorithm running 8 cycle-based tabu

search procedures for 600 iterations. In all these figures, solution costs reaching the up-

per limit of charts indicate infeasible solutions. Moreover, figures don't hold the order

of time for all levels, i.e., the solution of iteration 89 for level 6 may be found before the

solution of iteration 20 for level 0.

At early stages of the search, for each level, the MCTS procedure executes the cycle-

based tabu search independently. During that phase, each independent cycle-based tabu

search builds the containts of its frequency memory and elite set. This phase of inde-

pendent search ends after a pre-determined number of cycle-based tabu search without

improvement or once the cycle-based tabu search has executed 200 iterations. Then the

containts of the frequency memories is used by the frequency method to coarsen the
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original problem instance. Once a process z ends its independent search phase, it per-

forms coarsening and starts to run in cooperative mode. It does not matter in this case

whetherprocesses¿*1andi-Iarestillrunninginindependentmode.Processes¿f1

and i - t have frequency memories and elite sets ready, therefore process ¿ can activate

its interaction operators without any problem.

This phase of independent search appears distinctively in the 3 charts of cooperative

search. In each of those charts, the cost function has an interval of improvement fol-

lowed by an interval of increase in the cost of the solutions visited. It is also during that

phase that we see a more distinct separation between processes performing tabu search

intensification (essentially level 0 and 1) and the other processes without intensifica-

tion. Levels 0 and 1 display steeper descents than the other levels. Without the benefit

of intensification, the other levels fail to identify the good solutions in the regions of

the solution space they visit. Once cooperation kicks in, components of the solutions

discovered by intensification at levels 0 and I are transfered to coarsening at the other

levels, which helps those levels to navigate in better regions of the solution space.

The multilevel method exhibits a marked drop in solution value between iterations

150 to 250,that is, when the initial blocks of fixed decision variables are generated and

inter-level cooperations starts to kick in. This drop may be noticed at all levels, but it

is more accentuated at levels 0, 1, and 2 where the search has more degrees of freedom

(smaller blocks). The marked improvement brought by the initiation of cooperation

is followed by a more gradual improvement in the best-solution value. This behavior

may be observed for all problem instances and is a clear indication of the impact of

the cooperation mechanism. To illustrate this behavior, we follow the evolution of the

search in Figure 6.4.

For this problem instance, level 0 finds a very good initial solution at iteration 46,

while running in independent mode. Recall that at level 0 one does not generate blocks
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of fixed decision variables, nor perform reverse interpolation or re-coarsening local in-

teractions. Consequently, the drop that occurs at iteration 147 is due solely to the in-

terpolation operator that imports the best elite solution from level 1. The best initial

solution for level I is found at iteration 52 and the interactions start at iteration 152:

fixed-open and fixed-close blocks defined, followed by an execution of the interpolation

operator with level 2. The improvement that occurs at iterations 154 and 155 may be

caused either by the tabu search intensification phases performed on the imported so-

lution from level 2 or by the restart from the best elite solution of level 2 (which, by

observing the chart, is not very good). The similar behavior observed at levels 2 to 6

(roughly between iterations 153 and 185) can only be caused by the interpolation oper-

ator and the generation of blocks of fixed decision variables. As for level7 , the highest

one, it does not perform any interaction after the initial generation of the set of blocks

(iteration 181) and the improvement observed at iteration 184 is caused strictly by the

large blocks of fixed decision variables.

A significant difference may be observed between the independent and the multi-

level parallel searches, as illustrated in Figures 6.2 to 6.5. Any thread participating in

a parallel independent search may identify good solutions, based on its degree of suc-

cess in the random selection of neighbors by the cycle-based tabu search method. This

is expected as the search threads are independent from one another. The situation is

different for the multilevel method, where the lowest levels are almost exclusively the

ones where good solutions are found. Thus, in our examples, most improving solutions

are found at levels 0 to 2, while levels 3 and 4 sometimes obtain solutions close to the

best ones, levels 6 and 7 contributing very little due to the large number of fixed arcs

(as shown in Figure 6.1). This characteristic of the multilevel search follows from the

combined effect of local interactions, the hierarchical structure of neighborhoods, and

the tabu search intensification phases used at levels 0 and 1. This observation does not
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mean that higher levels are not useful. On the contrary, they contribute to diversify the

search.

Figure 6.1: Number of occurrences of the best solutions at each level

A second difference between independent and multilevel searches is apparent in the

figures: Functions cross less often each other in multilevel search than for indepen-

dent search. One may infer than that the multilevel neighborhood structure based on

increasing sizes of blocks is relatively successful at preventing overlaps among parallel

explorations of the solution space. Moreover, the gradual improvement observed once

the cooperation is active supports the claim that cooperation by local interactions among

levels is successful in driving levels 0 and 1 towards good regions of the solution space.

In some problem instances, the independent search phase of multilevel corresponds

to an ascent rather than a descent as for the problems studied in the previous section.

This is the case for example for C33 andC49. For these two problem instances, the kick

down phase is observed much sooner, around iterations 100 to I20.It is also during this
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kick down phase where the best solutions the multilevel method are observed. Beyond

this phase the multilevel method is very erratic, lower levels trailing sometime for more

than 60 consecutive iterations in poor regions of the solution space while, on the other

hand, higher levels make occasional brief picks in regions of the solution space as good

as those visited by the lowest levels. We have no way at this point to make sense of this

behaviour, both for the ascent of the cycle-based search and the multilevel procedure.

The key element impacting negatively the adaptation of the multilevel method to the

CMND problem is most likely the re-coarsening operator. One of the major reasons

for adding coarsening and re-coarsening operators to cooperative search based on lo-

cal interactions is to increase the stability and smoothness of the search. Cooperative

procedures based only on restarts tend to be unreliable, doing well on some problem in-

stances and poorly on others, even failing to beat a sequential search. When comparing

the computational results of the multilevel method for the CMND problem and those

for the graph and hypergraph problems, we observe a major difference in the degree

of stability and smoothness of the two types of adaptations. For graph and hypergraph

problems, the multilevel method reaches an equilibrium point where all the levels have

about the same quality of solution. When that happens, local interactions no longer trig-

ger changes in the neighborhood structures and restarts of the search at each level. At

that point, the multilevel procedure has satisfied a natural stopping criterion. To reach

such equilibrium points, the levels should smoothly improve the quality of solutions

discovered. In Figure 6.5, where levels appear more distinctly, we observe that the ex-

plorations in levels 5, 6 and 7 retreats in worst regions of the solution space. This is

the opposite of having a smooth convergence. The levels are not playing their role with

respect to the multilevel method. This is certainly a major factor for having solutions

worst than the sequential cycle-based tabu. The failure of the re-coarsening operator

is probably related to a complex interplay between the CMND problem structure, the
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cycle-based tabu search method and factors related to the design strategy of the mul-

tilevel method. For example, we need to evaluate if the tabu intensification phase at

levels 0 and I defeats to some extend the purpose of re-coarsening, and if so, how we

can address this problem in the design of re-coarsening operators. We need to study

these problems in order to get more efficient re-coarsening operators, this is certainly

one important task for the future development of the multilevel method to the CMND

problem.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

We presented the first multilevel cooperative parallel tabu search algorithm for the ca-

pacitated multicommodity network design problem. Computational results on a set of

benchmark problem instances show that this approach yields good quality solutions

comparable to those obtained by the current best meta-heuristics for the problem.

These results are very encouraging but they also emphasize the need for more re-

search to understand better the interplay between the CMND problem, the cycle-based

tabu search, and the multilevel strategy for cooperative parallel search, and to develop

the next generation of algorithms.

The development of this first multilevel cooperative parallel meta-heuristic for the

CMND problem, together with the results of the numerical experiments that were per-

formed, pointed to a number of research issues that should conduct to an enhanced

methodology.

A number of issues have been highlighted by the experiments. For example, a rel-

atively high number of infeasible solutions were generated. Also, searches proceeding

at high levels (e.g., levels, 5, 6, andT) were not very productive in terms of generating
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good solutions. We also noticed that the searches at the various levels did not always

proceed at the same pace, and produced networks with dissimilar designs. We believe

that one of the main reasons behind this behavior is the very (probably, too) simple and

stringent definition of the cooperation mechanism, particularly the coarsening operation

and factors.

Indeed, the cycle-based neighborhood definition is prone to yield moves that bring

the search to infeasible solutions (see the example in Ghamlouche, Crainic, and Gen-

dreau [12]). Fixing arcs, particularly fixing them closed, reduces the search space and

increases the likelihood of such moves, especially for the problem instances tested, char-

actenzed by a tight total capacity compared to total demand. Then, when large coars-

ening factors are used for high levels, the search space becomes too constrained and

many moves conduct to infeasible solutions. On the other hand, fixing arcs modifies

the problem instance and thus the behavior of the tabu search. Thus, when computing

cycles, the cost of moving flow on a fixed-open arc is equal to the variable cost, while

this cost is weighted by a linearization of the fixed cost when the arc is undecided. This

may bias the search towards using the fixed arcs and not allow a thorough exploration

of the neighborhood.

One must also recall that, for CMND problems, the search proceeds in the space of

the design variables only. The feasibility of the design resulting from a move as well

as the associated value of the design and flow distribution must therefore be computed

by solving a rather complex capacitated, multicommodity minimum-cost network flow

problem. The impact of aggregating variables in blocks to define levels is therefore

much more difficult to determine than, for example, in the case of the graph partitioning

problem. Block building may thus set the search in a not-so-interesting region of the

solution space of the original problem and many interactions may be required before the

search moves toward a more interesting region.
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A challenging research direction corresponds therefore to the study of coarsening

operators. The ones presented in this thesis are quite simple, as they are based on char-

acteristics of individual arcs. More elaborate coarsening operators ones could exploit the

characteristics of the multicommodity network design problem, e.g., the paths or trees

used to move commodities. The relations between the problem characteristics, in terms

of dimensions and capacity, on the one hand, and the number of levels and coarsening

operators and factors, on the other hand, should also be part ofthis study.

A second, and complementary, research direction concerns the flexibility of the co-

operation structure. Currently, the mechanism is quite strict. The operators are invoked

at regular intervals, in strict order. The literature on parallel meta-heuristics indicates,

however, that introducing flexibility in the algorithms is beneficial. Thus, while the strict

mechanism used in the present thesis yields very good results, a study of more advanced

mechanisms that would allow the exploration to dynamically adapt to the problem in-

stance and the state of the search is needed.

Exploring in this direction brings up issues related to the utilization of memories in

cooperation. Simple memories are already included in the algorithm and used by the in-

teraction operators. More advanced memories may be built. Indeed, similar to solution

values, other solution and exploration attributes may be put into memories and associ-

ated to interaction operators. Such data may even be part of the information diffusion

process. The utilization of this diffusion to create or approximate at each level an image

of the status of the entire search is a fascinating challenge.
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